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Pref ace 
No man in the field of contemporary Spanish literature 
has come before the American public with greater prominence 
,,.., 
than Vicente Blasco Ibanez. Our leading magazines have :pub-
\ 
lished reviews of his work and in many such articles, Blasco 
Ib~~ez has been arbitrarily identified as the "Spanish Zola". 
This seemed to me one of those uncritical statements careless-
ly made and blindly repeated, which by dint of such repetition 
come to be accepted as true without anyone having taken the 
trouble to investigate their accuracy. In s:pite of certain 
simil arities, there appeared fundamental differences which 
were equally evident. For t:Q.at reasot_l, ·r wished to make a 
more thorough study of the two men,- to see in how far such an 
a~pellation was justified. For continuous help and cooperation 
in this work, I am deeply indebted to Professor Arthur L. Owen. 
Katherine Reding . 
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THE HATURALISTIC TEOHlU.QUE OF ZOLA AND BLASCO IBANEZ 
Introduction 
The industrial awakening, the epoch-making discoveries 
of the latter part of the nineteenth century brought into play 
a new force which came to dominate all fields of human activi-
ty. This force, in general.called science, was manifested by 
the desire to be free from the metaphysical, the romantic, the 
conventional and to seek the truth from observation of actual 
phenomena.·.. In :philosophy it was evident in the determinism, 
the scientific :posi ti vi am of the time1 ~ Taine's Histoire de la 
., ' ....... . 
Li tterature · Anglaiae,: J.)Ublished in 1863, was but a thesis to 
demonstrate that man is the inevitable result of .three.forces, 
"la race,· le lililieu et. le moment"·~.· Renan carried. the same s:pi-
. ; . ' .. '• . . . ' . :. ' .. ·. ~· ·. ' 
rit into the historical field·•·· L'Introduction a· l"Etude· de la 
., ... '. , .: . . ' " 
.medecine experimentale by Claude Bernard revealed the changing 
conception of the medical. science •. What was more natural than 
that this same desire for truth should give rise in the fields 
of art and literature to the naturalistic school? 
·Before 1850 in France, the psychological novels of Stend-
hal, the social :problems in the works of George Sand, and above 
. ' 
all Balzac's Comedie Humaine indicated the trend toward realism •. 
But the naturalistic school, so called, did not appear until 
after 1850 with Gustave Flaubert and the Goncourt brothers as 
leaders. 
2 
Into this literary atmosJ.)here, :permeated with the scien-
tific, Emile Zola made his debut. He did not choose a "literary 
career". Writing was for him a grim necessity, the only way of 
l 
keeping the wolf from the door. He had nothing and from t~e end 
, 
of his lycee course in 1859 until 1862 his li"fe was truly bohe-
mian -- without money and without debts. At that time he secured 
work on a periodical; in 1864 he published Les Contes a Ninon; 
and by 1868 his publications were six in number and his living 
practically assured. It was in that year that he conceived the 
. . ~ ... 
idea of hie great series of novels, Les Rougon-Macguart. The in-
fluences were many. Suffice it to say here that a certain ten-
,. .. 
dancy in his nature to "faire grand", admiration for La Comedie 
Humaine, in which many no11els are connected by a single thread, 
and a desire to demonstrate his theory of the "scientific" nov-
el, as well as the need of an insured income caused him to under-
take this work. 
For the foundation of his theory of the novel, Zola tqok 
. ' ,. Bernard's Introduction a la. Medecine. Ta him the field o:r the 
novel was exactly comparable to the field of medicine. Exper-
iments in medicine -~-why not in the novel? For Zola believed 
in an exaggerated determinism. He thought that man's psycho-
logy and physiology could be dissected as easily as a frog in 
the zoological laboratory·, thus revealing the exact cause· of 
an action. . This was his method of procedure : 
"Comprendre chaque roman ainai: poser d'abord un cas 





:puis n1ener les personnages au. denouement :par la logique de 
leur etre particulier, une puiaaance abaorbant l'autre OU lea 
autres. 
Avoir surtout la logi~ue et la deduction. Il est in-
differen.t que le fai t generatf!ur soi t reconnu comme absolu-
ment vrai; ce fait sera surtout une hypothese acientifique, 
, ~ , em:pruntee aux traites medicaux. Mais lorsque ce fait sera 
:pose, lorsque je l'aurai acce:pte cornme un axiome, en deduire 
mathematic1uement tout le volume, et etre alors ·d'une absolue 
ver:Lte. ft (1) 
{ 
f What Zola failed to realize was that in science man l 
makes the combinations and nature produces the reaction, where-
as in the novel, the author chooses the elements -- he also 
imagines the outcome. Zola tried to justify his characters 
logically on a :physiological basis. In order to do this, he 
tended to simplify characters to the fundamental instincts, 
thus eliminating higher spirituality and intricate :psychology. 
The result is "la bate humaine", ·a :predominating ty:pe through-
out his books. The two :physical hungers determine t~e action, 
manifesting themselves in sexual promiscuity and greed. 
The series of Les Rougon-Macquart. consists of twenty vol-
umes, being the "histoire"natureJ:le et sociale d'une famille 
sous le second Empire ri. His :purpose was to show by a heredi-
t~ry :pe'!-lrrJBis "t.outes __ lea tares :physiques et morales, taus 
t, ~J'f.J'J· 
~J.,(r.;'(tt-lt'... . 
(1) Manusorits autographes d'Emile Zola: 81, Notes diverses. 
Quoted by Martineau, Le Roman Scientifigue d'Emile 
Zola, p.27. 
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,_ A I les vices, meme les revea mys~iques ou certaines vertus, 
stoiques, comme etant de simples resultantes d'une cause 
ini ti ale .~n· (1) To trd-s end he constructed a family tree 
consisting of two branches, one legitimate, one bastard, with 
I 
the common .ancestor a neurotic·. In each of his twenty volumes 
he places a member of this family, influenced by his heredity, 
hfa environment and his own :personal :past,,. 
·Critics generally agree that Zola failed to work Gut 
this thesis of heredity. In the first ~lace, the determining 
. 
causes of character can not pe absolutely ascertained. All 
the factors used by Zola have influence, but an unknown quan-
tity continues to exist. Secondly, Zola was not. a student of 
medicine, hence was not accurate in his scientific details. 
Furthermore he does not make the hereditary weakness convin-
cing. For example, Etienne in Germinal has :periods of uncon-
trollable temper which at times carries him away and gi vea him 
the desire to kill. But Etienne kills but one man, and him 
under the greatest provocation. 
Critics are quite as ready to agree, however, that Zola 
painted life with unusual force and po~er. Henry Jamee in 
Notes on Novelists expresses it well: 
"To make his characters swarm, and to make the great 
cenrral thing they swarm about "as large as life", porten-
tously, heroically big; that was the task he set himself very 
nearly f'rom the first, that was the secret he triumphantly 
I 
mastered." <.2) 
(1) Paul Morillot, art. Zola, in Nouveau Larousse 111 ustre. 
· (2J Henry James, .Notes on Uovelists, p. 43. 
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After completing Les Rougon-Macquart, Zola wrote Lea 
Villes and Les Quatre Evangiles •. In addition to his novels, 
he produced several· critical works and even entered the field 
of the drama. But Zola was not a discerning critic. He ad-
mitted that he was a man of one idea, and that a critic must 
not be. Neither did he excel in the drama. It is as the au-
thor of L'Aasomrnoir, Nana, Germinal, that the student of lit-
\ 
erature thinks of him today~ · 
The profound scientific spirit which in England, France 
and Germany caused men to look for ilundamental truths, was 
slow in :penetrating into Spain. Politics was the all-absorb-
ing interest. While Flaubert, Daudet, and Zola were dominat-
ing the French world of letters with their naturalism, only 
/ 
a mild form of realism existed in Spain. Fernan Caballero 
was an observer of life and chose her subjects from every-
day happenings. But through it all is an excessive morality 
which makes dull reading. Valera attained psychological truth 
but for naturalism he had no use. His theory was that a good 
novel should idealize the sordid facts of existence. The end 
of art was the creation of beauty and the realist's purpose 
Wi.:i..s absurd. Pereda pictured real human beings and in his nov-
els we can see a true reflection of life; but it is the life 
of ohly one little corner of the world. He knew his mountain-
eers of Santander --- all their whims and idiosyncracies. He 
recognized the political problems and the social dangers sur-
rounding them. But he made no attempt to broaden his outlook 
and get a world vision. 
, 
Perez Galdos, with all of his shrewd 
observation, could not reatra~n a tendancy to idealize an9, 
more tha.n that, to instruct. 
Not until Emilia Pardo Bazan do we find the French type 
of naturalism introduced into Spanish literature. In 18~3 
/ 
she rmblished La cuestion palpi tante, a careful study of 
6 
naturalism and of the evolution of the Spanish novel. She 
advocated no imitation. Her belief was that the represen-
tation of life was the object of naturalism and Spaniards,. 
with a different te~perament and environment could produce 
entirely original work even though accepting French doctrines. 
She could not agree to the enervating determinism of Zola,which 
she considered the greatest immorality of his novels. Neither 
did she accept his sc.ientific theory. But her treatment is 
I' 
sympathetic and does not fail to recognize bis true power --
something which his fellow country men often did. 
/ ' 
Eleve~ years aften the appearance of La cuestion palpi-
tante, Vicente· Blasco Ibanez produced his first novel, Arroz 
y tartana. There was a book whieh described the life of Val-
encia with vividness and truth. It :Penetrated into the inner 
lif•e of the socially_.pretentious and revealed the sham and 
corruption underneath. It abounded in common~place details 
and did not shrink from the un~leasant. The critics called it 
naturalistic. Someone recognized a resemblance· to the author 
of L 'Aaaommoir and labelled ~la.sea Ibanez the "Spanish Zola". 
The comparison to one as much discussed as Zola irfilnediately 
attracted attention. From all sides the name was echoed and 
7 
as euch he has come to be known all over the world. 
Thc.i.,t the novels of the two ha.ve many trni ts in conm1on 
is evident. To deny that Blasco was not influenced by an 
author whose name and works were so widely known would also 
be unjustified. But it is nevertheless the truth that there 
are many differences and that only a lack of discernment 
causes people to repeat the "S:pa,nish Zola", considering 
]3lasco the unquestioning disciple of the French novelist. 
~ 
It is,. the1l(3fore, ruy purpose, basing a com:parative 
study upon representhti ve novels of' the trro, to show that the 
,_ 
relation of Blasco Ibanez to Zola is not that of an imitator, 
but of e, meml:rn1l of a common school of li tet>ature and tha,t the 
i1oints of differ1ence outnumber the points of similiat>i ty. 
Since all the works are not to be considered, this study 
must necessarily be suggestive ra.ther tha.11 exhaustive. From 
Zola, I have selected those novels which the majority of 
cri'tics regard as his best work -- L 'As~onnrroir, Germinal_, 
La Terre, and La D~bac1e. Mo~eover the social Droblems in-
valved in tbese find corresponding treatment in the novels 
of Bl~~co, thus affording a better basis for comparison. 
Of the works o~ Blasco, I have chosen Arroz y tartana, 
Canas y ba.rro and La bz~rr~Jca from his first period when French 
influence,. if present, might be expected to be most p~onounced. 
Then La bodega,. Fl Intruso and La horda are to be considered 
because of the problems and milieu represented. Upon these 




' According to Zola's definition, a work of art is "un coin 
de la nature vu a tra.vera un temperament" .(t) If that is true, 
certainly we should know the man aa well as his work. But tem-
~erament implies a mixture a combination of diverse qualities, 
resulting in the character by which an individual is known •. In-
herent traits, activities, experience -- all.contribute to its 
formation. Are these elements aimiliar in Zola and Blasco? 
For the facts in the life of Emile Zola we may rely upon 
the words of his friend, Paul Alexis, who gives the following 
summary: 
"He d'un Italien et d'une Frangaise, -- grandi dans le midi 
de la France, au plein air, librement, gate par sa mere qui lui · 
' . laissait la bride sur le cou, -- puis, venu a Paris vera sa dix-
huitieme annee et y connaissant brusquement la misere noire, --
, 
force alors de travailler pour soutenir lea siens, -- enfin ar-
rivant au bout d'une longue lutte a la situation qu'il occupe 
aujourd'huru: telle est, en une phrase, toute l'histoire de cet 
homme." (2) 
No mention of diversions or avocations. The whole bespeaks 
a persevera11ce in the face of hardship~~ a remarkable devotion to 
a literary ideal. For Zola was a specialist. At the beginning 
of his career he ev.ol ved the theory of the ex:perimental novel 
and his life work was a demonstration and defense of it.) 
(1) Paul Alexis, Emile Zola. Notes d'un ami, :p •. 154. 
(2) Id., I>I>· 195 - 195 
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In striking contrast is the biography of the Spaniard. 
His ancestors were rugged mountain folk of Aragon' who came down 
to Valencia where life was easier. But fighting blood is in his 
veins, which has marked his whole course with inexhaustible vig-
or and vitality.· As a child he was refractory, hating method or 
discipline and loving any form of sport. Zamacois tells us: 
"Hab{a.en au temperamento un exceao de vigor, un reverti-
miento ininterrumpido y descarrilado de actividad que le obligaba 
a vivir en rebeld{a perpetua." (1) 
At seventeen, he ran away to Madrid. There he won ,,applause 
from the crowd by a fiery speech in a political meeting. Immed-
iately afterward, he was arrested. Jubilantly he followed the 
officer, thinking of the great notoriety which would be his. 
Sad to say, the cause of his arrest was not his oratorical effort 
but his mother who had come to take him home. Later, however, he 
•' 
was not disappointad,in this way. It is on record that he was im-
:prisonned thirty times on account of his vigorous republican ac-
ti vi tiea and beliefs, in addition to several forced periods of 
exile. For eight consecutive terms he was elected representative 
from Yalericia. Without fttnds, he founded a newspaper, El Pueblo, 
which greatly increased his influence by giving expression.to 
his political convictions. 
Nor has Blasco Ibanez contented himself with being politician, 
journalist, and novelist. He has travelled widely in Europe and 
the Americas. On one trip to Argentin~ he bought land, imported 
(1) Zamacois, Mis Contemporaneos :t: Vicente Blasco·Ibanea,:p.10. 
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workmen from Spain and f o.unded· two cities. Commercial enter-
prise a have also interested him. At the present time he is 
proprietor of a bakery in South America and a publishing house 
in Valencia. 
If one's occupation is indicative of his character, cer-
tainly these men are unlike. 
Correspondingly different is their philosophy. Neither 
Zola nor Blasco VIS.a blinded by the glamour of idealism. Both 
have come face to face with the sordidness, the ugliness of ex-
istence. But to Blasco, obstacles are a spur to action. We 
are here to fight and to triumph by sheer .force of will. His 
own vrorda, quoted by Zamacois, state clearly his creed: 
"La gloria, coma el dinero, coma el amor -- declara --, 
, 
son "adornos" de la vida, y nada mas; arrequives brillantes que 
la embellecen y nos ofrecen bajo un disfraz amable. Pero el 
verdadero fin de la vida eata, sencillamente, "en vivir". No 
debemos vivir para ser ricoa, ni para ser c~lebres, ni para 
endiosar· a una mujer, digan lo que quieran las falsos poetas: 
la vida goza de substantividad propia; se justifica a sf misma •• n 
(1) 
Eminently materialistic is this :philosophy and one which 
lends a pessimistic tone to his novels, where a protagonist such 
N as Toni in Canas y barro may struggle against unnumbered diffi-
culties only to find the accomplishment, empty and unsatisfying. 
Contra .. sted with Zola's mate1..,ia.lism, however, it appears more 
hopeful. For the .Frenchman, with his belief that the determining 
factors of man's conduct are the animal instincts and the envir-
(1) Zamacoia, Blasco Ibanez: pp. 22 - 23. 
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onment in which he is placed, leaves nothing to life but cold 
resignation to events fatalistically ordained. Spirituality 
which is the only door to tru·e optimism, finds no place in either 
creed. But incessant action at least yields a temporary return 
for every day completed. 
Blasco manifests the same attitude toward religion. He 
acorns not on~y hypocritical piety, but piety of ~ny sort. Smug 
religiosity, satisfied with prayers and charity is repulsive to 
him, as he shows in El tntruso and La catedral. The need of 
today 'is :prevention of· social evil, rather than cure. Social 
settlement work, education, better living conditions, bet~er 
government -- these should be the aim. Charity is but a mask 
to cover the sins of the giver and causes the recipient to sink 
more deeply into the ·mire of poverty. 
Zola's creed was science. HJe crois que 1 'avenir de l 'hu-
mani te est dans le progres de la raison par la science. Je crois 
, , , 
que la poursuite de la verite par la science est-l'ideal divin 
que l'homme doit se proposer. Je crois ~ue tout est illusion et 
, , , , 
vanite, en dehors du tresor des verites lentement acquises et 
qui ne se perdront jamais plus. Je crois que la sonune de ces 
, , , ' verites, augmentees toujours, finira par donner a l'homme un 
, , , 
pouvoir incalculable et la serenite, sinon le bonheur ••• oui, 
je crois au triomphe final de la vie. (1) 
A glimmering hope for future humanity but little for the 
present generationl 
Zola's sedentary life, predis:posing him toward hypochondria, 
fortified him in the.:pessimism of his generation. 
(1) Le Docteur Pascal, pp. 94-96. Quoted by Martineau, 
Le Roman Scientifigue d'Emile Zola : ,p.242. 
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The consciousness of the futility of life, with no belief in 
immortality was conducive to an ever~present melancholy. To 
Zola, religion· seemed to be the recourse of the desperate. 
Science alone was worthy of belief and effort. It is said that 
after his mother's death, the dread of an eternal separation 
brought him to hope for a future life. But his official creed 
was ever the negation of the spiritual. In spite of general 
gloominess of o~tlook, he was an incessant worker, never allowing 
his nervous disposition to interfere with his writing. Always 
meticulous, far-sighted, he organized his material with perfect 
clarity. 
In fact, our best way of comprehending the fundamental 
. . 
disaimiliarity in' the temperaments of the two men under conaid-
era ti on is, -perhaps, to see how they work. Zola's method was 
"geometric n according to Al:phonse Daudet, f.or he went with · 
mathematical precision from the general to the :particular. In 
regard to the Rougon-Macquart, his first idea was a broad con-
ception \Vhich gradually took form in the individual novels. 
His preliminary steps for each book were taken according to a 
definite· system. First he selected· a member of the Rougon-
Macquart family, the milieu in which he was to be placed and the 
general :philosoJ.)hic conception involved. Then he would decide 
upon the secondary characters and the primary· events from which 
he would try to deduce the logic of the action. Having this 
much determined, Zola. sought from every available source data 
on the chosen environment. He often spent several month~ get-
ting information before prodeeding with the next step. This was 
to make a complete outline of the characters, allotting to each 
.j' 
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the desired traits and defining them. For exam:Ple in the plan 
of L'Assonunoir, the sketch of Lantier consisted :of a list of 
adjectives which become increasingly derogatory: "grassier~ 
, ! 
sensuel, brutal, egolste, . polisson." (1) Then with his cha.r-
~cters well in mind, he concerned himself with the plot, dividing 
the material into a fixed number of 'chapters and even planning 
the number of pages to be given to this or that:_ 
"Vingt pages de description de telle chose, -- douze pages 
de description de telle sc~ne ~ diviser en trois)partiea."{2) 
Having everything spaced, balanced and distributed, he 
then began to write, organizing the material within the· chapter 
as he went along. 
In his working schedule, the same love of method is evident. 
His days were almost invariable; he would rise at the same hour, 
breakfast in the same manner and write for a certain num1)er of 
hours in the morning· only. 
/ 
"J'ecris chaciue j.our un :peu, trois 'Pages d'impression, 
de :plus, le matin seulement. 
, 
:pas une ligne et J'ecris presque 
sans ratures, parce qu'il ya des mois que je rumine tout; et, 
des que' j'ai ecrit, je mets les pages de cote et je ne les re-
vois plus qu'imprimees. Je puis calculer irifailliblement le 
jour o~ j'aurai fini." (3) 
We might.expect such cold blooded precision in a draftsman, 
but hardly in a novelist. Nothing of this sort is to be found 
in Zpla'~ so-called .P,isci-ple, Blasco Ibanez. When Blasco has 
(1) Paul Alexis, Emile Zola : P• 160. 
(~} Martineau, Le Roman Scientifigue d'Emile Zola: :p. 235. 
(3) Paul Alexia, Id.: :pp. 159-160. 
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chosen hi a main argument, he begins to write. Ohciracters and 
scenes come intuitively ihto his mind and are swiftly recorded. 
With no a:p:parent system he turns off books in a very short per-
iod of time, referring to neither notes nor outlines. When be 
has finished he· sends it all to the :publishers and revises only 
upon the :proof sheets, where he prunes out about one third. 
Impression and intuition replace scrupulous fore-thought and 
method. 
Whereas Zola worked but certain hours a day, Blasco worked 
at any or every hour. His first three books were written while 
he was head over heels in the political game. .Af'ter strenpua 
days of speaking, committee meetings, newspa:per editorials, he 
would settle down at two a.m. to write his novels. At one time 
he wrote for thirty hours continously, stopping only to drink 
broth or coffee. Naturally the high press~re is sometimes evi-
dertt in his productions, and the surprising thing is that it 
has left so alight a trace. 
If we stop for a moment to compare Zola's whole novelistic 
:production with that of Blasco Ibanez u:p to the present time, 
we find· a difference due largely to the literary ideals. Zola 
was a man of one idea. He had a theory to defend and to exem-
plify, and for this reason his novels bear an unusual similiarity 
to one ariother, if not for the fact that they are united in a 
aerie.a. 
,,,., . 
Although the :personality of Blasco Ibanez is unmistak-
ably evident in ~11 of his works, there is a greater variety in 
type among bis novels on aceount of an occasional change of 
-pur-pose. 
We have ftrst the ~egional novels, vividly :portraying 
15 
Valencian life. But the uniformity of these is broken by Entr~ 
naranjos which is almost purely erotic. Sonnica la cortesana 
shows a venture into the field of the historical novel. Then 
come the works which carry a heavy burden of propaganda, such.as 
La bodega. Blasco has, moreover, made psychological studies 
. ,. 
of which La Maj~ Desnudais an example. 
Thia last class marks a wider divergance between the two 
men than any of the :preceeding. Zola, whose philosophy was ea-
sentia.lly :physiological, could not write a :psychological novel. 
Une Page d'Amour is an analysis of love showing both phases, but 
the physical predominates. His Rougbn-Macquart series has ·been 
grouped as follows: Those which reproduce the throbbing life 
of a conm1unity, such as L 1 Assornmoir; those which merely present 
~·-
a social :picture, as for example, La Terre ; and those which 
a:p:peal to the moral vision, among which is Le Docteur Pascal. 
But.his thesis is identical throughout. 
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Chapter II 
Each school· of literature has a :preference for certain 
ty:pes ·of fundamental :problems which are treated in a char-
acteristic ma~ner. The romanticists pictured in fanciful 
colors heroic adventures in unusual settings. It is entirely 
natural that the next movement should swing to the other ex-
treme and choose nothing but the conm1on-place, avoiding even 
actual events which smack of the sensational. Again and again 
the struggle for existence is a :predominating theme. Here is 
the fight against capital, there against forces of nature or 
against human animosity. It is to be expected therefore, that 
many of the same :problems have ·been treated by both Zola a~9-
,,.. ... " 
Blasco Ibanez. 
One such subject is the condi tio11 of the :peasantry. 
La. Terre 1and La barraca :portray rilral districts, making vis-
ible the hardship, ignorance and moral turpitude of such com-
munities •. , La Terre is a :picture of La '"Beauce, a rich :piain 
nera Chartres. But La Beauce is more than a mere location. 
It has a :personality which dominates the inhabitants., whose 
families have lived there so many generations that they seem 
a part of it: 
/"Cette Beauce plate, fertile, d'une culture ais~e, mais 
,, 
demandant un effort continu, a fait le Beauceron froid et re-
, 
flechi, n'ayant d'autre :passion que la terre." (1) 
(1) La Terre, p. 35. 
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Little by little,. through untold toil and :privation, the 
peasants have at last succeeded in buying their fields from the 
rich landlords. But the lifelong struggle for a single thing 
has made that the ruling passion: 
"Et ce desir seculaire, cette :posses·sion sans cease re-
culee, expliquait son amour pour son champ, sa :passion de la 
terre, du plus de terre :possible, de la motte grasse, qu'on 
touche, qu'on pese au .creux de la main.~ (l) 
The :personality of the land is that of a cruel mistress. 
She drains the life from each of her servants, leaving him old, 
powerless and needy, then passes on to another. Repeatedly 
appears the idea of the indifference with· which the age-old 
land watches the desperate efforts of men: 
~La terre n'entre pas dans nos querelles d 1 insectes rageura, 
I 
elle ne s'occupe pas plus de nous que des fourmis, la grande 
. , ' travailleuse, eternellernent a sa beso.gne. • . ~ .•. , ••••• 
"lfous n' avona notre pain que :par un duel terrible et de 
chaq_ue jour. Et la terre seule demeure l'immortelle, la mere 
d'o~ nous sortons et o~ nous retournons, elle qu'on aime jusqu'au 
., , 
crime, qui refai t conti11uellement de la vie tJOUr son but,, ignore, 
meme avec nos abomina.tions et nos miseres. "1 (2) 
I 
'--
She is the source ·and the grave of all life! 
In this atmos:phere, the action takes place. For centuries 
the Fouan family has cultivated the land which they now own. 
By unusual thrift and sacrifice, pere Fouan has added to his 
:posse~~io:µs •. -~~t the time has come when he is unable to care 
(l) La Terre, p. 78. 
(2) Id., P• 518. 
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for them properly and he feels that he should divide them among 
, 
his three children: Hyacinthe --- called Jesus Christ ·tor his 
sweetness and amiability when drunk;JButeau, a sheer brute; and 
Fannie, a true daughter of her grasping father. The story is 
concerned with the quarrels over tbe division, and.the heartleas-
neso of the children when finally their father is dependant upon 
them. Fannie gives him his.due, but makes life intolerable for 
, 
him by her exaggerated precision as a house keeper; Jesus Christ 
is agreeable enough but s:pends all his time and money getting 
drunk. Finally, Buteau and his wife, Lise, exasperated by the 
old man's tenacious hold on life and the little money he has 
left, smother him and then burn the body to cover the traces 
of their crime. 
Another thread equally soiled by hatred and greed is that 
of Lise and her sister, Frangoise. They are orphans, at first 
devoted to each other. But when Lise marries Buteau, they want 
Frangoise to stay with them so that they may keep her property, 
and they treat her like a serv~nt. Moreover, Buteau has a mad 
desire for Frangoise who resists his brutal attacks in spite of 
a secret half-love for him which she scarcely realizes. To es-
ca-:pe f1,on-~ all this, and to thwart the greed of her sister, she 
marries Jean Me~cquart. He has come from another :part of France 
and to these :peo:ple, rooted in La Beauce, he is and always will 
be an outsider. There is fidelity but little satisfaction in 
the union of Jean and Fran~oise. When finally Lise .and Buteau 
assault Frangoise in the hope of preventing the birth of a child 
which will f.orever destroy their claim to her land, and Lise 
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fatally wounds her, ·she conceals the truth from Jean. She even 
refuses to sign the will giving him their land, but lets it re-
vert to those who have killed her. Family ties, burdened with 
·hatred, hold against a stranger, even though he be a husband. 
The land, the treasure of her ancestors, --- why should it go 
to this outsider who h~d accidentally come into her life? 
Many secondary characters distinctly described give an 
impression of acquaintance with the whole conununi ty. Avarice 
and the need of incessant toil have crushed the finer human 
emotions. Marrh-tge means a business bargaiJ?-; love, brutal de-
oire; religion, craven fear of divine vengeance~ or nothing 
at all; patriotism is something unknown. The book leaves a 
pessimistic feeling that men are grovelling under the hand~ 
some inwerturbable deity. 
' '. La barraca resembles Zola's novel in many ways. Here 
the chosen district is la huerta near Valencia. Its personality, 
quite as distinct, is b_righter and ha:p:pier, but just as indif-
ferent to the misfortunes of mankind: 
"La.hue;rta segu!a risuena y rumorosa, im:pregnada de luz y 
de susurros, aletargada bajo la cascada de oro del sol de la 
manana." (1) 
These :peasants have not yet been able to buy the land, and 
the demands of the landlord burden them heavily. Ten years eaD-
lier, Don Salvador, "viejo avaro que nunca ten{a bastante",(2) 
ruined_tfo B~rr~~, whose family for generations had been tenants 
(l) La barraca., :p. 28. 
( 2) Id. , l' • 33. 
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of the richest fields of ·1a huerta. Fate gave t{o Barret four 
daughters and no sons, and alone the task of cultivation was too 
great. Rents were raises, misfortunes came, and Don Salv.ador 
turned him out. The poor man, mad with despair, killed Don 
Sal V£c.d_or. He spent the rest of his days in prison as a result; 
his wife died in a charity hospital and his daughters fell to the 
lowest de:pths of degradation in Valencia. This tragedy brought 
a curse u:pon the barraca. The neighbors stealthily disposed of 
any tenant who atte~pted to cultivate the old fields of the 
Barrets, and for ten years, it remained as a silent warning to 
all greedy landlards. 
Now Batiste Borrull has brought his wife and five children 
to this deserted farmhouse. He is one with whom fate has been 
unkind. Whatever he has tried to do has fa~led in spite of his 
beat endeavors. When Don Salvador's son offered him these rich 
fields in the huerta, with two years' freedom from rent if he 
will put the farm again i~to production, he accepts eagerly. A 
vision of a decent living and advantages for his children comes 
to him. Inunediately he moves his meager ·possessions and begins 
to work with' a will. 
But to keep the barrac~ empty seems a sacred duty to the 
people of the huerta. A sense of sacrilege as well as a nat-
ural :prejudice aginat strangers turns them against Batiste. 
They attempt to ruin his crops by shutting off the water in his 
irrigating ditches; they insult his family; and the children 
coming from school 
1
throw hie youngest boy into the water. Chill 
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and fever set in, which result in the child's death. Each of 
their persecutors, now· secretly ashamed, blames the unwonted 
cruelty upon his neighbor and goes to help the distressed family. 
For.a while there is peace, but the death of the little one 
brings but a truce. Hostilities recommence mo11e bitterly than 
before and end with the barraca in flames, leaving poor Batiste 
penniless to begin again the struggle aginat hunger and poverty 
in some other place: 
"Huir!an de allf para comenzar otra vida, sintiendo el 
hambre traa ellos, pisandoles las talones; dejarfan a aus es-
p~ldas la ruina de su trabajo y el cuer~ecillo de uno de las 
suyoa, del pobre albaet, que se pudria en las entranas de aquella 
tierra~, como vfctima inocente de la loca batalla." (1) 
There are many points of aimiliarity between the two books. 
Both la huerta and la Beauce have been the source of life to 
many generations of the same families, until they seem to have 
acquired an individuality. This long devotion to the land has 
/ 
bred in t!o Barret and pere-Fouan a passion for their fields, 
stronger than any other feeling. Even their physical appear-
anc.e is alike : 
. " Le :pere, j adis trea robuste, age de soixante-dix. ans 
auj ourd ~.hui J s 'etai t deaseche et ra:petiaae dans un tra.vail si 
dur, dans une passion de la terre si apre, que son cor:ps se 
courbait, comme pour retourner a cette terre, violenunent de-
' ·siree et poasedee. ff (2) 
(1) La barraca, :p. 312. 
( 2) La Terre , I> • 1 7 • · 
"El :pobre labrador, ago bi ado por una existencia de f'iebre y 
·1acura laborioaa, quedabase en las huesos, encorvado oomo un 
ootogenario, ~on los ojoa hundidoa." (1) 
The thought of :parting with his dearest possession is 
equally bitter to each: 
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"Et, dans ce, de sir de la :possession, danFJ la j oie qu' il 
e~rouvait de mordre enfin a la terre, grandissaient l'amertume, 
la sourde rage de ne pas tout garder." (2) 
"Barret pago el aumento: la sangre dar!a el antes que 
abandonar las tierras que po co a :pooo absorb! an su vida." (3) 
The love of the land is to both a heritage :f1rom generations 
of ancestors who had worked their lives away on their little 
plot of ground. Compare the. quotation (1) on page 17 with 
this from La ba~raca: 
"Toda la sangre de sus abuelos estaba a11!: " Cinco o seia 
ganeraciones de Barrets habfan :pasado la vida labrando la misma 
tierra, VOlViendola al reves, medicinando SUB entranas con ar-
dorosO estiercol, cuidando que no decreciera au jugo vital) 
, 
acarioiando y :peinando con el azadon y la reja todos aquellos 
terrones, de los cuales no habfa uno que no estuviera regado 
con el sudor y la sangre de la familia." (4) 
In La barraca, ·however, there is the question of' land· 
tenantry, not in La Terre. It is unfair that t:!o Barret should 
not be master of that which is morally his. 
(1} La barraca - ' :p. 36. 
........ -·· 
(2) La Terre, P• 37. 
(3) La· barraca, :p. 35. 
(4) Id., :P. 29. 
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Other characters who are comparable are Jean and Batiste. 
Neither is a farmer by birth. Jean had been. a carpenter, then 
a corporal in the army and had come to la Beauce to earn an 
honest living, free from the opprobium of a bad family name. 
Be~tiste was first employed in a mill; later he became a team-
ster. But bad luck was always with him in s~ite of his efforts, 
and now he comes to la huerta with his hungry family to get a 
fresh start in life. Both, however, find the prejudice of the 
inhabitants an unaur~assable barrier. 
Even smaller details are alike in the two books. One of 
these is the description of buying an animal in the market place. 
In Cloyes, Buteau buys a cow; in Valencia, Batiste a horse. 
Oddly enough the original :price of the cow is forty :pistoles, 
of the horse forty duros. (l) The actions described are re-
markably parallel. They bargain and haggle; the buyers feign 
indifference, walk off as if to look for another animal and 
finally compromise on thirty pistoles for the cow, thirty duroa 
for the horse. 
Moreov.er 1 there are in both books descriptions of the 
procedure of a careless and unsanitary barber. The effect is 
r 
rather less pleasant in La Terre for the fact that Lengaigne 
carries on this trade along with the tavern business, and there 
is every possibility of getting the two mixed. But in both 1 
dirty towels and dull razors are in sufficient evidence: 
. "Un grand maigre eut l'idee de se faire raser, et Len-
gaigne, tout de suite, l'assit parmi les autrea, lui gratta le 
(l) Of. La Terre, pp~ 167 - 171 with Laba~~~~~' ~P· 193-197. 
cuir si rudement, qu'on entendait le rasoir sur la couenne, 
comme 8' il avai t echaude un cochon." (1) 
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"Un :par de sillonea con Slsiento de es:parto y brazoa pulidos 
par el uao, un anafe en el que herv!a el :puchero de agua, los 
:panos de dudoso color y unas navajaa melladas que aranaban el 
duro cutis de los :parroquianos con raacones qua daban escalo-
f'rf os, cons ti tuf an toda la f'ortuna de aquellos est.ablecimientos 
al aire libre." (2) 
The second part of La Terre begins with this deacriJ?tion: 
"Il etait quatre heures, le jour se levait.~ :peine, un jou~. 
rose des J.)remiers matins de mai. Sous le ciel :palissant, lea 
batiments de la Borderie somrneillaient encore, a demi sombres, 
trois longs batiments aux trois bards de la vaste cour ca.rree •• 
•• Et, aur la fosse a fumier, seul un grand coq jaune sonnait 
le reveil, de·sa note eclatante de clairon. 
, 
Un second coq re-
pondit, puia un troisieme. 
, , , 
L:!.a:p].)el se repeta., a' eloigna de 
ferme en ferme, d' un bout a 1 'autre d,e la Beauce. tt (3) 
The magnificent picture of dawn at the beginning of La 
barraca is longer and more vivid •. We really feel the gradual 
transition from night to day. The :passage quoted above is a 
small reproduction of a similiar scene. Com:pare these ·sentences 
selected from the first pages of La barraca: 
"Desperezabase la inmensa vega bajo el res:plandor azulado 
del amanecer, ancha faja de luz que asomaba :par la parte del mar • 
• • • • . •.,• Des:pertaba la huerta, y SUS bostezas eran cada vez mas 
(1) La Terre, p. 222-3.~ 
(2) La barrac~, ~.188. 
(3) La Terre, :p. 85. 
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ruidosoa. Rodaba el canto de gallo de bar~aca en barraca." (l) 
Although~the accom:paning circumstances are different, the 
dramatic. effect of the close of the two.books have :points in 
common. Jean watches the destruction of Maitre Hourdequin' a.-
:property by flames which symbolize the people's·revenge for an 
attempt to introduce new inventions. Love of the old and the 
traditional triumphs. Jean has been thwarted hy the same in-
visible power and turns sadly away to try again.} 
The malice of the :people of la huerta has come froin :preju-
dice. La barraca belongs to the Barreta and no intruder may 
take that which is not his. They no longer reason why it is 
well for them to have the farmhouse em:pty. To kee:p the place 
unoccupied has become a ~radition. And against this irrational 
:public sentiment Batiste, fights a losing ba~tle. As in ta.Terre 
fire is a symbol of the :people's victory. 
Now comes the question, did Blasco plagiarize? The answer 
is, in view of the details mentioned above, a matter of opinion. 
But there are several :phases yet to be considered. First of all, 
Blasco knew intime .. tely Valencia and its vicinity. In Arroz· Y 
tartana he :portraye4 the bourgeoisie of the city; in Flor de 
mayo, the life of the fishermen, of whom there are 80 many around 
Valencia. That he should next choose to describe the huerta, 
U!JOn which Valencia depends for food su:p:plies, is in accordance 
with the general scheme and does not imp1y a search for a dis-
trict comparable to La Beauce . 
. Once s~le~~~9.,, ~here would, of course, be many similiari ties 
(1) La barraca, I>I>. · 1-2. 
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involved, for the French and Spanish peasant class is essentially 
the same. They have lived rooted to their little holdings for 
centuries and there is slight difference in their intelligence 
and instincts. ' ' Thus may we explain the characters of pere Fouan 
and t!o Barretj the :prejudice of the community against an intru-
der and the pervading personality of the district, without re-
course to· imitation. 
Furthermore, the likenesses are those of descri:ptions and 
antel'1dant circumstances, rather than of :plot. The :plots and 
themes of the stories are absolutely different. It is not the 
greed for land and money which make the neighb.ors persecute 
Batiste and his family. They gain nothing by it. The idea that 
the desolation of the barraca is a protection t~ them has now 
become a prejudicd which would be forgotten.were it not for 
·' , Pimento, who stirs up hatred after the death of the little one 
had made peace. Perhaps the neVlcomers would always be treated 
as strangers, but at least they could live unmolested. The in-
human persecution does not arise from individual cruelty, but 
from the merciless mob spirit. There is no picture of such 
absolute barbarity as that of Buteau killing his own father, Lise 
her own sister. In fact within families there is love and devo-
tion. Com:pare :pare Fouan's begrudging spirit with that of t!o 
Barret who worked his life away to save his family from want, and 
even hid from them the knowledge of his poverty. 
More striking is the difference in moral tone. Sexual 
depravity, continual description of the unmentionable and ob-
aceni ty in language make La Terre almost unreadable. More 
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differences in method and technique will be discussed later, 
but this should at least be mentioned because of the importance 
of this dissimiliarity between the na~uralism of Zola and Blasco. 
La Terre and La barraca present a parallel picture of 
peasant life; they both attempt to rep~oduce it accurately, which 
gives rise to comparable descriptions. But the plots, the 
construction and especially the naturalistic techniqµe is different 
and the absence of gross detail in La barraca makes us hope that 
it is a truer picture of the huerta than ta Terre is of la Beauce. 
Incidentally in La Debacie Zola shows us as unpleasing a'"" 
picture of a French peasant as in La Terre. The main theme of 
the story is the Franco-Prussian war, in_ which the mismanagement 
and inefficiency of the officers cause disaster. The starving 
French soldiers can get no answer to their knocks at the door of 
.> 
pere Fouch~rd •. The place seems deserted, and they stumble on. 
But he receives the :pursuing enemy, for they have money to pay 
for his supplies. The old miser does open rather grudgingly to 
his nephew and his son, whom he has not seen for years on ac-
count of a ciua.rrel. On the evening of:~the next day, however 1 
after the battle of Sedan, his primary concern is still his own 
affairs: 
"Vers le soir, le pere Fouchard, tourmente egalement dans 
. ' ' son mutisme voulu, ne pensant guere a son fils, mais anxieux de 
savoir comment le malheur des autres allait tourner :pour lui 
~tai~ ~-µr l(;) ,pa~ .. de .. sa ports a voir venir lea evenements." (1) 
(1) La Deb&ci~, p. 407. 
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To Zola, the typical peasant was evidently despicably greedy 
and perverted. 
An entirely different phase of provincial life is introduced 
I in La bodega, where Blasco emphasizes propaganda to the serious 
detriment of the book as a work of art. The thesis is the bru-
talizing effect of 'alcohol upon the lower classes. It is ef-
fectively presented by laying the scene in Jere8, where all toil 
and all industry is devoted directly or indiP.ectly to the pro-
duction of' the famous wine. The rich land owners force the poor 
people to such enervating labor and keep them in such degradation 
that they themselves scarcely realize their condition and seek 
rather, to drown their sorrows in drink. 
"La injusta distribucion del bienestar: ·el aumento de la 
miseria. as! como aumenta la civilizaci.on: ei a:provecharse las 
, 
podarosos de todos las inventos de la mecanioa, ideados para 
suprimir el trabajo corporal y ~ue solo serv!an para hacerlo 
, 
mas :pesado y embrutecedor; todos los males de la humanidad 
:pro"C"en!an de la a:propiacion de la tierra :gar unos cuantos miles 
de hombres q.ue no siembran y sin embargo recogen, mientras 
millones de seres hacen abortar al suelo sus tesoDos de vida., 
sufriendo un hambre de siglos y siglos. n {l) 
As in La..barraca comes the question why those who work the 
fields should have no share in the benefits resulting? 
But since the essential problem is not that of the peasant-
ry but rather of a lower class of laborers oppressed by capital, 
ther~ .. ~P.~ n9 ~;L~ili~~i ties between La bodega and La Terre in 
(1) La bodega, p. 151. 
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spite of the rural setting. Leaving this point, therefore, let 
us consider the manner in which Blasco develops the thesis 
against alcohol, in order to compare it with that of L'Assonunoir. 
In La bodega Blasco g~ts his ideas before us in three 
ways: description, action> and direct statement by Salvatierra, 
a social prophet. He describes the wretched lives of the toilers 
and the way in which their masters keep them conP,ented with al-
cohol. Then he pictures the drunken orgies of the rich to show 
that the evil influences of drink are not limited to the poor 
people. But often his· descriptions lose power because they are 
indirect -- some one in the story talks about the scene instead 
of letting the reader see it for himself. 
All the tragedies of the rather subordinate Dlot are caused 
by the beautiful wine of Jerez: The Dupont family, of which Don 
Pablo is head own the richest estates in Jerez. Rafael, who is 
manager of Luis Dupont's lands, is betrothed to the daughter of 
Ferm{n Montenegro, who for years has been in the service of Don 
/ 
Pablo. Rafael and Marfa de la Luz love each other sincerely, 
but in a drunken revel at the finca she is dishonored by ~uis 
Dupont. A feeling of class superiority seems to absolve the 
' Duponts from any responsibility for reparation. Enraged by their 
injustice, Maria's brother kills Luis and escapes to America. 
After some ~qnths of tragic despair, the lovers come together 
once more, resolved to forget the past, for which neither is to 
blame, and follow Ferm!n to America, which is for them a land 
of promi~e and of new life. 
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But this thread of story is so completely enn1eshed in a 
mass of social and ethical ideas that it seems secondary. Through 
Salvatierra, Blasco finds opportunity to expound to us the de-
plorableness of the conditions more in the manner of a lecture 
than of a novel. We see the working people whose sol~ joy in 
lif,e is wine : 
"Adoraba el vino con el entusiasmo de la gente del cam:po 
que no conoce otro alimento que el pan de las teleras, el pan 
, 
de los gazpachos o el ajo caliente, y·obligada a rociar con agua 
esta comida ins!pida, sin otra grasa que el hediondo aceite del 
t - e'l ~ condimen o, suena con el vino, viendo en la energia de au 
existencia, la alegrfa de su pensamiento. Los pobres anhelaban 
, 
con vehemencia de anemicos esta sangre de la tierra. El vaso 
4e vino mitiga el hambre y alegra la vida un.momento con su 
fuego : es un rayo de sol que pasa :por el estomago. n (l) 
Their condition is made all the more irremediable because 
their tor:pid minds can not comprehend anything better: 
"Que :podfa hacer un :pobre ~ino beber?" (2) 
Those in :po"1Jver recognized fully the advantage which this 
inborn craving for drink afforded them, and make use of it to 
:p:revent an awakening: 
"La. bodega era la moderna :f.ortaleza feudal que manten!a 
a lB.s masas en la servidumbre y la abjection. Los entusia:smos, 
las cr:!menes, la alegr!a, los amores, todo era praducta del vino, 
coma si aquel pueblo, que aprend!a a beber apenas soltaba el 
pecho de la madre. y co~taba las horas del d!a :par el numero de 
(1) La bodega:, :p. 98. · 
(2) Id., p. 147. 
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copa~ careciese de pasiones y afectos, y fuera incapaz de verse 
y sentir par propio im:pulso, necesitando para todos sus actos el 
• resorte de la bebida." (1) 
Thus, fuore~by direct expression, than by a presentation from 
which we draw oµr owh conclusions, Blasco develops his thesis. 
It seems, in fact, that the tragedy of Mar!a de la1 Luz is con-
ceived only to exemplify the main argument. In order to show 
that the evils of alcohol affect the UJ;lper as well as the lower 
classes, he introduces the degenerate cousin of Don Pablo, the 
Marques, and Luis Dupont. The excess of propaganda, howeveJ.1, 
tends to detract from, instead of adding to the convincing effect. 
~la's L 'Asso11m:oir takes us away from the provinces to the 
heart of Paris and :pictures the seething life of the substrata 
in that great city. The words of Benjamin W~lls sunu11arize it 
well: 
"The whole is an apocalyptic e-pic of social :putrefaction, 
starvation, deli~ium, in which all figures are ty~ical of the 
fearful struggle of the submerged for a life that stifles ideals, 
inevitably involves its own disappointment and is not only of 
earth earthy, but of dirt dirty, a grandiose evocation of topsy 
turvy idealism." (2) 
Zola knew Paris -- the s~ualor, hunger and tragedy of its 
life. For·that reason he could give this book, with all of its 
coarseness and ugliness unu·sual power. The impression of it is 
burned .. into. tp.e ~ind of the reader. 
(1) La bodee;a, 'P. 201. 
(2) Benjamin W. Wells~ Century of French Ficti6ii, p. 29t 
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Gervaise comes from Plasaans to Paris with Lantier and 
their two children. She has no legal hold u:pon h:Lm and he soon 
deserts her, after pawning or selling all of their possessions. 
To be sure, Gervaise had lived with Lantier for six years, but 
she is not bad -- only weak. "On avait tort de lui croire une 
~ ~ ' grosae volonte; elle etait tres faible au contraire; elle se 
laissait allcrou on la poussait, par crainte de causer de la 
:peine a quelqu 'un." (1) Her ideal of life, her dream of per-
1 
feet ha:ppiness is pitifully meager, and all the more so if we 
consider how difficult for one of her class to attain: ---
" , , ttTra.vailler, manger du :pain, . avoir un trou a soi, el ever sea 
enfants, mourir dans son lit ··" (2) 
She secures vrnrk in a laundry, suJ?ports her children hon-
estly and resolutely refuses the invitations .of Coupeau, a tinner 
who lives in the same hotel. Seeing no other.way to satisfy his 
desires, he :pro:poses marriage. Gervaise accepts, but with a 
:presentime·nt o:f :future misfortune. ' Pere Coupeau had been a drunk-
~rd and had fallen off the roof where he ~as working as a conse-
quence. This lesson warned the son, and as yet he has shunned 
the evil, but the inclination is there. However, for several 
years they live toaether happily and industriously. A girl, 
l!ana, is born to them and they dream of· a ha.Pr>Y future. Ger-
vaise is saving money to buy a laundry establishment of her own 
and soon she will ha.ve enough. But one day, when Cou:peau is 
working on the roof of a high building, Nana attracts his atten-
tion. He iooks, loses.his footing and falls. Devotedly Gervaise 
(l) L 'Assonunoir, p. 57. 
( 2) Id. , :p. 5 0. 
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nurses him back to health, s~ending al~ of her savings rather 
than let him go to a charity hospital. But the long period of 
idleness deadens his will to work. He begins to loaf and to 
drink, which graduc.\lly becomes a confirmed ha.bit. She, still 
hoping to possess a shop, borrows enough money from her neighbor 
Goujet, who ::t.dealizes her for her devotion to Cou:peau. At first 
her establishment succeeds, but little by little, her moral fiber 
weakens. She stops saving and spends all she makes for delicacies; 
her debts go unpaid; her work becomes careless; she yields once 
more to Lantier, who has returned; she loses her shop; Nana 
becomes a :prostitute, Cou:peau dies of delirium tremens and Ger-
vaise, a.fter £1i period of the most utter degradati~n is discovered 
dead in a vacant room in the lodging house. The gradual moral 
decay is masterfully done. Each step leads irresistably to the 
next. 
A r~sume does not give an adequate idea of the book, for 
there are ty-pical characters, scenes, descriptions in every 
chapter, which bring the whole community before our eyes. The 
central figure is the dram shop, whose evil influence over this 
mass of :people seems to reach the pro:portions of an animate rather 
than an inanimate object. This distillery in the shoD of p~re 
Colombe is the head of an insidious beast wLich holds a.11 hum-
anity in its tentacles. We see it first when Gervaise lunches 
with Cvou:peau at pere Colombe' s :· 
, ~ 
"Mais la curiosite de la machine etait, au fond, de l'autre 
cSt~ d'une b~rri~re de ch&ne, dans une cour vitr~e, l'appareil 
a distiller c1ue les consominateurs voyaient fonctionner J des a-
_ la.mbics c:rn.x longs cols, des serpentins descendant sous terre, 
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une cuisine du diable devant laquelle venait raver les ouvriers 
soul ards • " (1) 
The machine with its droD of liquor oozing out slowly but 
incessantly,later hypnotizes Gervaise. It seems to typify that 
degenerative force which is ruining her life and4he lives of 
those around her: 
"Et elle jetait des regards obliques sur la machine a 
son1er, derriere elle. Oette sacree marmite, ronde comme un 
ventre de chaudronn.iere grasse, avec son nes qui s'allongeait 
, et ae tortillait, lui soufflait un frisson dana les epaules, 
,.. , , une ~eur melee d'un desir. Oui, on aurait dit la fressure de 
metal d'une grande gueuae, de quelque sorciere qui lachait goutte 
~ goutte le feu de ses entrailles." (2) 
After she has become a victim of drink, when she would 
spend her last cent for a few drops, sh~! feels still the horror 
of the uachine : 
"Et, de loin, elle contemplrd t la machine a soul er, en 
sentant que son malheur venait de la, et en faisant le reve de 
s' a.chever avec de 1 'eau-de-vie, le j our ou elle aurc:.;.,i t de quoi. •t,_ (3) 
Zola never preaches. Neither does he make alcohol responsible 
directly f'or any one's downfall. Rather is it a treacherous poison 
e.lways at work, gradually overpowering this one, then that one, 
when some fateful combination of circumstances gives it a chance. 
We see it at woilk in all sta.ges of development. Cou:peau' s life 
(1) L 'Assonunoir, p. 40. 
(2) Id., :p. 445. 
( 3 ) Id • , :p • 5 31 • 
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from his fall till his death by delirium tremens is a vivid 
account of destruction by alcohol. Weakened by heredity, he drinks 
first occasionally, then incessantly. His moral sense is numbed, 
he becomes brutalized, and no details of his filthy orgies are 
s:pared. ~ Pere Bijard illustrates the unutterable crueltp: of a 
he beats his wife and daughter to death. The dis-
sipation of Gervaise's father is su~posed to account for her flaboy 
moral fiber au well as for her lameness, which her father caused 
by kicking her mother. Thus every phase is represented, even the 
second generatio~ 
Comparing La bodega and L 'Assonunoir, the latter is far more 
powerful in effect. La bodega is a vehicle for the expression of 
some socialistic ideas -- L'Assommoir,- a section of life. It is 
in the former as if some one were telling us ·about a terrible 
scene, in the latter as if we ourselves were witnesses. 
With the radical difference existing between the two books 
in setting and method, identical details are hard~y to be expected. 
The one point in common is the thesis against alcoholism, which as 
has been shown is worked out differently. One slight resemblance 
is the personiflce,tion of alcohol in La bodega: 
"Los toneles inmoviles, hinchados -:por la sangre ardorose 
de sua vientres, con el pintarrajes de su mareas y escudas pa-
reo!t:tn viejos fdolos rodeados de una calma ultra terr~na." (l) 
Moreover, the ideal of the poor shepherd lad is suggestive of 
that of Gerv~ise: "Casame, jartame y morlme. 0 (2) 
(l) La bodega, p. 17. 
(2) Id., I>. 102. 
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. But these details are common to many authors and can not 
be considered significant to the sub,~ect in hand. La bod_ega is 
thoroughly Spanish in setting, characters and :problems. We may 
question the effectiveness of Blasco's technique, but it is at 
least individually his. 
Another of Blasco's books which is comparable to L'Assomill.o!r ---
is La horda, which reveals the condition of the submerged classes 
of Madrid. At the door of the city, bustling with modern indus-
try, preoccupied with new ideas, lives .a mass of people in an 
almost :primitive stevte -- rag pickers, whose means of subsistence 
is the refuse of others; poachers, stealing enough to eat from 
the king's ple·asure grounds; gypsies, livfng in complete isol-
ation from the society around them. The upper strata now happily 
obli.vioua, must awake to the realization that these apparently 
harmless unfortunates constitute a social menace. Like Attila's 
horde of old, they may invade civilization if no steps are taken 
toward improvement. 
"El :pas ado, duro y cruel, la infancia del hombre, apenas 
despojado de su :primitiva animalida~, acam:paba a las puertas de 
una villa moderna." (1) 
Thia viewpoint is obviously literary, even approaching the 
romantic. But although the sociological conclusions be ~omewhat 
removed from reality, the descriptions uron which they are based 
are strong and true to life. Blasco depicts the homes of "the 
· hor~~~, thei~ character and limited scope of vi~ion wi~b ,a vigor 
(1) La horda, :p. 109 •. 
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that at times approaches cr1udi ty. Mal trana' s grandmother is 
proud of her "profession". her "clien~s" are the best people in 
Madrid and she finds many treasures in their cast-offs. She scorns 
her daughter for marrying a mere brick-layer when she might have 
chose one of the honorable order of· rag--pickers. 
The story is an element far less im:por~ant. Isidro Maltrana, 
, 
son of' a rag-pickers daughter and a bricklayer, becomes the prote-
, -ge of a kind senol1£;1., who educates him. He is ment(;}.lly capable of 
learning anything, and peoDle predict a great career. But his de-
generate blood ap]_)ea.rs in his mor1;1 .. l, rather than his intellectual 
natur~. His extreme egotism keeps him from doing work which he 
is able to do; u. weak will v~nd an indolent nature make it hard for 
him to achieve his higher aims. And so in failure he succumbs to 
an c:i..trophying cynicism. When a :pompous :politician enga.ges him to 
writ~ a learned treatise on sociology, he feels that his ~areer 
ie begun and he takes Feli to live with him. She ia pretty, tot-
. ally uneducated, sharing in :full Isidro's exalted opinion of his 
own worth. Of course disillusionment follows, but her devotion 
is unswerving. In poverty and distress he thinks only of himself; 
she, of him,too. When finally in a.charity hospital, she gives 
birth to a son, and dies a lingering death, Isidro goes to see 
her but once. Not until he learns that her body was taken to the 
dissetrting table, does he :pity anyone but himself. That shocks 
and awakes him. Then when he sees their child, the man within 1 
him is fully aroused. He resolves to raise this child above the 
class from which he, himself, has never been able to break loose. 
His grec1.t ambition is to :place his son among the op~ressors. With 
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this :purely selfish :pur:pose in view, he sets out to co11quer the 
obstacles which previously had thwarted him: 
"Lo q,ue no habf.an logrado la miseria y el triste destino 
de Feli lo consegufu. aq_uel chig_uitf11 con solo. su contacto. Caia 
hecha ~olvo la herrumbre de su voluntad. Era otro hombre: su 
" audacia consideraba con desprecio todos los obstaculos •••• 
"Mal trana decic-:\, a su hij o con el pensamiento """_ .... 
Llegaras chiquitin. 
, 
Yo marchare a gatas delante de ti; 
abrire con mi· lengut:1. un camino en el bar1-io para CJ.Ue avances sin 
ensu:ciarte." · (1) 
La horda. hu.s in common with L 'Assornmoir that the true :Pro-
tagonist is collective -- a comLunity r~ther than an individual. 
Moreover, in both, the milieu is that of city slums. To be sure, 
the Parisian cl~ss depicted is not quite equivalent to that in 
La hor~a, for these rag-~ickers and poachers re]resent a notch 
farther down in the social sea.le. But the intellectual, i1hysi-
cal f.1..nd esJ:)ecially the moi:>al degeneration caused by poverty is 
an element in both. 
Mal trana and Gervaise are examples of this force. The tra-
gedy in the lives of each results from a weak moral nu. ture, unable 
• to withstand adverse circumstances. In each case the weakness is 
r:ittributed to a :poor heredity. They are characteristically im-
provident for the future. When Gervaise has money she spends it 
to satisfy her gornrn,ndism .; 1fal trana recklessly buys what he wants, 
rege,,rdless. 9f .the uncerjiainty of an income. They are similiarly 
(1) La hordu., :p. 337., 
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indolent, drifting along in the current of events. 
/The psychological effect of Doverty is accurately po~rayed. 
· Success makes one work, pc.iy bills, attend to :personi:.;,,l cleanliness. 
With increasing misfortunes come carelessness snd neglect which 
make a tnrn for the better all the mo1.,e impossible. 
Again, hovrnver, the resemblance of the two is due to the 
fact that their 'Protagonists are chosen from similiar ranks o:f 
society, for the accom:pe .. nyin.g dett'dls and the methods of develop-
ment c'.-re too v1iclely divergent to warrant sus:picion of imitation, 
Even their fundamental motives are different, for La horda car-
ries a burden of propaganda. Blasco :points out a social res1>0n-
si bil i ty for the betterment of conditions. Wha, tever propaga11da 
there may be in L'Assorumoir is purely passive. One recoils from 
the :picture and :perhP-.J?S the emotionc:1,l im:petus is sufficiently 
strong to stir some :people to action./ ~ut :primarily, Zola desired --.......... , .. ~~-............. ,. .. ,•"'····· 
to work out Lis theory of heredity in the Parisian milieu with 
little regard foi., the effect upon his readers•/ ___.. 
The unexpected hope exte~ded at the end of La horda reminds 
one of Germinal·· After a ser,iea of ever increasing cu.lami ties, 
comes a prophecy of a brighter future. The strike of the coal 
miners fails, the chief characters one by one meet a fearful 
death; labor once more yields to the· oppression of ca:pi tal. But 
in spite of this, Etienne, as he looks for the last time upon the 
fertile garden below which men, women and children are grinding 
away their lives ill the mines' feels tluit conditions must and will 
change: 
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"Encore, encore, de -plus en :plus distinctement, comme 
s'ils se fussent rapprpches du sol, les camarades tapaient. 
Aux rayons enf'lammes de 1 'astre, par cette matinee de jeunesse, 
c'etait de cette rumeur que la campagne etait grosse. Des 
hornmes poussaient, une armee noire) vengere·sse. qui germai t 
lentement dans les sillons, grandissant pour les recoltes du 
si~cle futur, et do~t la germination allait faire bient6t fcla-
ter la terre~" (1) 
In La horda there is hope for the j_ndi vidual, in Germine~l 
hope for the race, both rising unexpectedly from misfortune 
and disaster. Etienne in Germi~al advocates a socialistic 
brotherhood where each works and has his due: 
Puisq_ue le bon Dieu atait mort, la justice all2,,it assurer 
le bo11heur des hommes, en faiSEi.11t regner 1 t egt.-ili te et la fra-
ternl te. Une societe nouvelle ~oussait en un jour, ainsi que 
dans les songes, une ville inm1ense,.d'une splendeur_ de mirage, 
ou chu.q_ue ci to yen vi vai t de. sa tache et prenai t s·a. :part des 
joies communes." (2) 
Incited by this doctrine the rni:oers strike. For .months 
they endure untold hardshiD and privation, only to submit in 
the end to a regime as hard and unjust a.s before. Therefore, 
Zola's hopeful vision comes without preparation. It is a 
romantic idea such as the horde over0helming the civilization 
of Madrid. In both Germinal and La horda the need for social 
betterment is recognized, but neither "Propounds a :practicable 
social theory by which this may be done. 
(1) Gerninal, ~· 591. 
(2) Id., :p. 188. 
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Blasco introduces the social problem into several of his 
novels. In La bodega there is an uprising which, like the strike 
in Germinal, fails. Bl as co, howeve1.,, bl arnes the failure u:pon the 
impotence of the :people vd th out lee.dersbi:p; Zola, u:pqn the power 
of capital which is too great to be broken by the strikers. Both 
men, f~om their intimate view of degraded society sense the dan~ 
ger which today is finding expression in strikes, Bolshevism and 
the power of the proletariat. In El Intruso, Blasco definitely 
:predicts the fut~.re struggle. As in Germinal, the laborers in 
question are miners, who in their debasement constitute a social 
nlenace: 
"Un ej erci to enemigo se ocul taba tras de aquellas montanas 
ciue cerraban el horizonte: una horda hambrien.ta c1ue algun d!a 
caer!a sobre la poblacion como en otros tiern1los las gavillas del 
absolutisma. Bilbao estaba amenazada de un tercer sitio: pero 
en este u1 timo no se cletendrfa las e11,emigos ante las defensaa 
exteriores; se esparcirfan par las calles y bloquearfan a la ri-
queza ~n sus magnfficas viviendas. La guerra, que hasta entonces 
hab{a sido en nohilire del pasado, se repetir!a en defensa del 
:porvenir. Los nuevos sitiadores llevarfan la miseria.como ban-
dera,. y coma gri to de comb ate e1 derecho a la vida.J.!/ (1) 
"'--..... ...__ 
A '< •••• 
In Germinal Zola portrays the life of the coal miners with 
an intensity equal to that of L'Asso~noi~. Their life in the 
mines and at home; their means of recreation --- every detail of 
existence is vividly painted. After this presentation of normal 
conditions, the rest of the book is concerned with the strike 
(1) El Intruso, pp. 319-320. 
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of the miners of the Voreu.x. Zola couLd interpret well the 
spirit of the crowd and here the movement of the mob, the 
gradual quickening with anger and desperation, is very force-
fully de:picj;ed. Zola's conce:ption of man as the.,bete humaine 
especially fitted him for the :portrayal of mob psychology, 
which represents the collective expression of instinctive 
violence and hatred that the individual is afraid to show. 
El Intruso has one chapter which contains in a con-
densed form an account of the same life which Germinal des-
cri bea at length. The setting is the iron mining district 
of Bilbao. The same general state of poverty and oppression 
exists'here but the details differ. Whereas in Germinal, 
families have worked the mines for several generations, in 
El Intruao the :population is made up of "floating" labor -
criminals and vagabonds from all parts of the country. 
Living conditions are consequently worse and the value of 
human life at a minimum. The vigorous exploitation of mod-
ern capital is more ruthless than the continuous oppression 
of the hereditary mine owners in Germinal. Blasco blames 
the ·"floating" condition of labor for the extremely bad 
circumstances, for there is not sufficient cohesion among the 
workers. As yet their strikes have been unavailing. 
After a careful examination of the :preceding books which 
treat the same subjects, the conclusion is inevitable that 
Bli~sco draws his material wholly from S:panish subjects and 
that details which are identical result from aimiliarity of 
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of conditions in Spain and France. He may, therefore, be 
freed from the charge of being an "afranceaado". 
The analysis of similiar details has failed to take 
into consideration the motives of the two men in choosing 
their subjects. Again the charge might be brought that 
Blasco, although dealing with truly Spanish subjects, tried 
to depict Spanish life .comI>arable to the French life in Zo-
lo.' s novels --- in other words, .following the latter's method 
and choice of subjects, simply to produce Spanish versions 
of his novels. 
Without doubt, Blasco was influenced by Zola's fearless 
handling of all situations. His works, like those of his 
friends in the naturalistic school, materially broadened 
the scope of literature and introduced new ideas· of subject 
matter. Especially worthy of me.ntion is Zola's :portrayal 
of the social organism. The protagonist is very often an 
inanimate being, profoundly in:fluencin$ the society repre-
sented -- for example, the distillery in L 1 Assommoir. The 
whole tendancy had been to treat the individual without 
rega.rd for the group, of which he ia a :part and which must 
mark his life. The treatment of the grou:p composed of in-
dividual types, was a new departure and merited the atten-
tion and admiration it received. 
Arroz y te..rtana, Blasco' s first novel, shows that influ-
ence in its basic conception. It depicts the bourgeoisie of 
Valencia and the sacrifice of ideals and honor for social 
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position and wealth. This social problem is worked out by 
means ~f characters which are types rather than individuals. 
Thia, too, is Zola's customary treatment. Descriptions of 
local customs occupy many pages of the novel. ·But even this 
first novel bears the unmistakable imprint of Blasco's indi-
viduality. A deeper psychological analysis indicates a dif-
.. 
ferent attitude toward human life. Furthermore his method 
of description, his language and certain aesthetic touches 
are not like Zola. -Afte~ Can~ barro, Blasco added a definite purpose 
of propaganda to his' naturalistic portrayals of life. The 
religious, social and political situations were sadly in need 
of reform and he wished to arouse the people to action. His 
over-eagerness to make these needs evident caused him to em-
phasize propaganda to the detriment of his novels. He not 
only shows the de:plorable conditions which neE3d to be im-
proved, out he advances a constructive program --- which of-
ten is far from practicable. An example of this is Salva-
tierra in r ... a bodega. His teachings are rather. vague and un-
convincing. Far stronger are the views of Dr. Aresti in El 
Intruso. In contrast to the hypocritical Diety of the Jesuits 
he advances this theory: 
"Racer el bien a las semejantes, sin esperanza de recom...: 
pensa ni miedo al caatigo, como lo hacemos los imJ?fos modernos, 
" loa hOmbrea del materialismo, es ser mas idealista que el de-
voto que compra una parte de parafso con or~ciones, que no 
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remedian ningun mal en la tierra." (l) 
On the other hand~ Zola's :propagandism is purely passive. 
The social theory of Etienne in Germinal is not a success --
Zola. does not mean it to be his. In L 'Asaomrnoir, the excess 
of the debauchery caused by alcohol might be enough to turn. 
people agains~ it. But that is not played µpan as a definite 
thesis. Rather does Zola have the scientific :point of view 
mere observation of phenomena. He wanted to work out his 
nature .. l and physiological history of a family and desired to 
trace the.behaviour of his character in such a milieu. In 
J_,a Terre enters the economic problem of a tariff which should 
protect the farmers :rrorn the low price of' im1)Qrted wheat which 
makes them lose money on their crops. The evil is recognized, 
but no means of im~rovement suggested. 
Blasco, therefore, has a different attitude toward his 
subject. In his manner of life, he was more closely in touch 
with actuality, and so was more deeply concerned with the 
betterment of conditions. On the other hand, Zola's primary 
interest was his li tera1.,y theory. It would be unfair ·to base 
positive statements in regard to their respective purposes 
upon the few novels under consideration. However they give 
the ~mpres?lion stated· above. 
(l) El Intruso, pp. 249-250. 
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"· Cha:pte_r Irt°_ 
Since a certain frankness in Blasco's manner of giving 
unpleasant details has, more than anything else, caused his 
a:p:pelation, "The SDanish Zola"., a careful analysis of the nat-
ura.listic technique of each man is of basic importance of this 
thesis. 
The creed of the naturalists was verosimilitude. Guy 
de Mau:passant in his introduction to Pierre et Jean said that · 
it was necessary to avoid not only the imaginary, but even the 
actual happening which savoured of the unusual of romantic. 
It was their d$sire to choose scenes, events or characters 
which should :produce a com:glete illusion of reality. Their 
interest wo.s entirely objective and impersonal. Such a :pur-
pose would necessarily seek expression in a description of ex-
ternal appearance, r.ather than in ]_)sychological analysis. A 
materialistic philosophy strengthened this inclination, caus-
ing less attention to the individual, more to the group and 
environment. 
Flaubert, leader of the French school, sought to describe 
an object with such nicety and :precision that it could be mis-
taken for nothing else in the world. The sa~e tendancy toward 
exactness made him suit the vocabulary to the milieu concerned 
--- use the same words the peo].)le used and in the sme way. He 
never attempted to en.ter upon technicalities unless he knew 
:perfectly the whole operation involved. Guy de JJiau:passant avoid-
ed them altogether. 
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Zola filled many :pages of his novels with detailed des-
" 
cription. The physical characteristics of each person men-
tioned had to be definitely stated -- hair, eyes, complexion, 
stature, clothing etc. The apl)earance and arrangement of 
furniture in a room; the number of rooms in a lodging -- all 
had to be set down. Neither does any technical process, nor 
any piece of machinery escape him; for example, in L'Assommoir 
the description o:f the lavoir (1) ; the :process, of' chain making 
(2); the forge (3); etc. In spite of the kaleidoscopic ef-
fect occasidnally produced, Zola does not differ greatly in 
this respect from onhers of the same school. 
Zola's idiosyncracy was his determination to make his \ 
\ 
novels scientific. He borrowed not only the method of Claude ' 
Berna1.,d, but also the subject matter. For his avowed :r:n~rpose 
in the Rougon-Macg,uart series was to show all the maladies 
and abnormalities resulting from an inherited neurosis. Con-
sequently, his books are filled with descriptions of physical 
procefJses, · normal and abnormal, which l1e .. d never before appear-
ed in a novel. Sixteen pages of L'Assommoir are devoted to 
the horrors of Ooupea.u'sdeath by delirium tremens. In La 
, ,. 
Debacle, Zola dwells upon the operations of the army supgeon. 
La· Terre leaves nothing in the whole· category of animal :pro-
cesses to the imagination. One feels after reading this book 
~ha.t the following comment is well justified: 
(1) L'Assommoir, p.15. 
(2) Id., :p. 67. 
(3) Id., p. 209 ff. 
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"En fait, le r&alisme d'Emile Zola consiste en des 
, , 
.Peintures juaqu'alora inedites, corrune la erudite de cette 
aa.illie de taureau au :Premier chapitre de La Terre, la :pein-
ture de toua ces colts quand la semence de Jean tombe a 
terre et celle de Buteau sur lea cuisses de Fran~oise, et 
les details physiologiques et intestina.U.X. de Jesus-Christ. 
Et toutes lea autres scenes qui se donne carriere la sen-
, 
suali te 1 ubriq_ue de son romantisme. n (1) 
He depicts child-birth in both L'Assommoir and La Terre, 
in the latter giving very specific details. Nor is there a 
scene sufficiently vile or disgusting to escape his :pen. Even 
in· common-place matters he is unnecessarily exact; as, :r·or 
\ 
example, in describing the life of the Maheu family in Germ1-
nal •. He tells about the :process each goe.s through during his 
be.. th. After finishing with the children he takes the father: 
"Lui, tout nu, accrou:pi devant le baquet, y avait d 1 abord 
plonge sa tete, frOttee de ce savon noir dont l'usage secu-
, 
laire decolore et jaunit les cheveux de la race. Ensuite, il 
entra dans l'eau, s'enduisit la poitrine, le ventre, les bras, 
lea cuisses, se lea racla ~nergiquement des deux poings." (2) 
( 
To most people the ~rocedu~e of a bath is sufficiently 
fatI1iliar to allow such :particulars to be omitted with out 
injuring the realism of the story. 
(l) Martineau, Le Roman Scientifigue d'Emile Zola, p. 232. 
(2) Germina~, :p. 127. 
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It is on account of these crudities, which grate on the 
finer sensibilities, that Zola is not more extensively read, 
·in spite of his vivid representation ·Of life. 
Zola adds to his effect by writing in the language of 
the people. He does not insert it in the conversation of his 
characters to add local color, but he uses it consistently 
all the way through. The language of; the lower ·classes is, 
no doubt, filled with obscenities, and Zola omits none. Such 
a description as that of· the fight between Gervaise and Vir-
ginie at the lavoir, with the names they hurl at one another, 
their ferocity and indecency, may be accurate for such a set-
ting, but it is an innovation for anything a.alled literature. 
It is said that Zola derived many of these opprobrious terms 
from a Dictionnaire de la langue verte (l) arid he must have 
thumbed it well. He invariably chooses the colloquial, in 
preference to the standard word, such as crever for mourir, 
avaler for manger. The following passage picked at random 
f1'om,A Germinal is full of similia.r expressions/: 
"Cinq heures sonnaient, lorsque la Pierronne vint savoir 
si c'etait avec Jeanlin que sa Lydie avait file. Levaque 
re:pondi t que ga devai t etre quelque chose comme ~a, car Be-
be.rt, l ui auasi, avai t dis:pa.ru ; et ces gal a-pins gourgandi-
naient toujours ensemble. Quand Maheu lea eut tranquillises 
en parlant de la salade de pissenlita, lui et le camarude se 
mirent a attaquer la jeune femme, avec une erudite de bons 
(l) See Henry James, Notes on Novelists, p. 107. 
diablea. Eile s'en fachait, mais ne s'en allait pas,cha-
touillee au fond par les gro~ mots, qui la faisaient crier, 
las mains au Ventre. Il arriva a son secoura une fenm1e 
maigre, dont la colere begayante ressemblait a un glousse-
ment de :poule. D'autres, itu loin, sur lea :portes, s'effa-
rouchaient de confiance. 
, , , 
Maintenant, 1 1ecole etait fermee, 
toute la marmaille tra!nait, c'etait un grouillement de 
petits etres :piaulant' se roulant' se be..ttant ,.tt (1) 
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This choice of words is effective in never allowing 
the reader to forget in what atmosphere the action develops, 
but the very insistence is unpleasant. If, however, Zola's 
:pictures are accurate, the charge of undue coarseness might 
find defense. This brings up the Question of the validity 
of his documentation. 
Flaubert believed that to describe naturalistically 
one should know the subject thoroughly, having observed it 
through a period of time until every idiosyncra.cy is revealed. 
Zola, on the other hand, was satisfied with a mere e-?CaJnina-
tion. If he were to describe a carpenter, he went to the 
carpenter's house, observing every detail, taking minute 
an~ copious notes. Then he got all the information he could 
from his friends or acquaintances, who were familiar with 
the milieu to be considered. Fitting anecdotes were re-
6orded, books consulted. Since he was interested particu-
larly in medicine, he would look up the diseases prevalent 
in the class of people he was describing. His notes for 
Germinai contain a long .chart of every dieease to which 
miners are subject. (1) When he wrote Faute de l'abbe Mou-
ret, which deals with church and religion, he had his table 
piled with religious books for months. His charact~ra, he 
drew from his family, his friends or some character of fie-
tion or history which had struck his fancy. In this way he 
amassed· a great ciuantity of notes y 
. "Sans choix, se .. ns ordre, :pele-mele, 1 'fnventeur du 
rom~1.r1 experimental entasse les documents. Ses dOssiera 
regorgent de 'J;>apiers insi:pides' d' OU emergent de temps a 
autrea de curieuses revelations." (2) 
Dr. Henri Martineau in Le Roman Scientifique d'Emile 
~.made a specific study of the .medical aspect of Les 
Rougon Mact1uart. He shows tht::i~t .Zola, havi?g never studied 
medicine, was not circumspect in his selection 0£ sources. 
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Moreover, his attention was attracted to· the striking :phrase, 
which he would set down with little regard for the context. 
Then, in detail, Dr. Martineau reveals the medical errors 
Zola conuni ts in his descri:ptions of various diseases and 
:physical -processes. Co11firming his decision that the value 
of scientific data in Zola's work is lacking, are quotations 
from eminent authorities. (3) 
(1) Martineau, Le R~man Scientifique d'Emile Zola, p:p. 65-~ 
(2) Id., :pp. 61-62. 
(3) Id., -p:p. 253-260· 
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In spite of multitudinous details, therefore, Zola is 
not an accurate naturalist, for he makes all char~cters, all 
episodes conform to :preconceived ideas. Man is ever la bete 
humaine, for such was Zola's philosophy. He simplified 
characters and event to form an ensemble, which is powerful 
but not natursJlistic. In the books dealing with the lower 
classes of Paris, and especially in L'Assonrrnoir he adheres 
more closely to the truth, for that life he had lived and · 
knew thoroughly. Gerrninal, too, is one of the more real is-
tic novels. one not knowing French :peasant life, can not 
judge of the verosimilitude of La Terre. The utter moral 
aba.ndon and extreme crudity seems exaggerc:J~ted. But even if 
his representation is true, the effect is heightened by the 
por116graphic det~dls which add nothj_ng to the im:pression of 
the peasantry and need not have been mentione~ 
If Blasco Ibanez were a disciple of Zola, he would 
:p:roba.bly adopt the same na.turalistic technig_ue. Since he is 
a naturalist, it is to be expected that he have many descrip-
tions. The introduction of each character is a.ccom:panied 
by a word, a phrase or a sentence to give un idea of his 
physical appeur~nce as well as his relation to the action. -Note for example thef38 quotations from Canas y baJ;tro: 
"El barq_uero, un hombrecillo enjuto, con una ore.ju; 
am:rmtada " ••• 
"El dueno de 1 a taberna, un hmmbre enorme, hinchado de 
vientre hidro!)ico ---- a:voyandose en sumujer, 1Teleta, :pequena 
con el rojo cabello alborotado y ojos verdes y vivas ~ue 
:rrn,recian acariciar con la suu.vidad del tercio:pelo." (1) 
In Arroz y tartana his descriptions are more prolix 
than in the other regional novels. He is interested in 
:portrr.:i..ying Va.lencian life and digresses often from the 
thread of the story to picture some local custom or scene. 
The market :place in Valencia, la Carmwal, Fiesta de San 
Jose, Jueves Santo, Las Pascuas, la Vela de Cor~us, la 
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Alameda and la Balsa a.r•e a.mong the scenes de:picted. In fact 
Blasco brings in more extraneous matter for the pure plea-
sure of description than does Zola. --- the gypsies in La 
horda, for instance, whose life and customs have no relation 
to the story • 
. However Blasco's manner description differs from the 
French school in that it is more im:pressionistic. Although 
he gives detsd.ls, he does not sto:p VTith every :person or 
thing mentioned to tell all of its s:pecific qualit:tes. Zola 
fills Dages ~nd ~ages depicting a house with all the rooms 
in the house and the furnishings of the particular room 
under consideration. On the other hand, the description of 
the innkee]_)er quoted above, J)resents features which are sig-
nificant because they are indicative of the inner man as well 
as his external appearance. Blasco does not dwell with such 
,minuteness upon a single object ~s does Zola. There is,es-
peciu.lly in Canas y bc:~rro a sim:plici ty o:f presentation which 
-(1) Canas y barro, p~ 8. 
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grips the attention of the reader. 
Tl.:.ia difference is easily explic&.,ble by Bl~sco 's ma,nner 
of writing. In contrast to Z6la's document of preliminary 
notes, Blasco had no record whatever. His keen power of ob-
nervntion was accompanied by a t1emory which Etl wa.ys retained 
the salient features. But no memory could hold as many spe-
cific details as could a note book. There is e;;., greater ten-
dancy to record the sensation produced, rather than the mere 
aspect of an object. El Intrus~ contains descriptions of the 
steel works at Bilbao. Instead· of utilizing technical terms, 
Blasco gives the. impression of the scene by mea.ns of similes 
and r11etci:pho1.,s •· 
"Iba a comenzar la colada. Ya no era una estrella lo 
g_ue se abrf a en lsJ tie11 ra refra.cte:),ria.: era. una gran hostia 
de fuego, un sol de color de cereza con ondulaciones verdes, 
que abrasaba los ojos hasta cegarlos." (1) 
This sentence is typical in the mention of color and 
t.i..lso the subjective effect. Blasco's sensoria.l faculties 
are unusually keen. In describing such a place as the .steel 
mill, the image fixed in his mind consists of the sensory 
stimuli --- the effect :produced u110n him as well 1:~.s the ob-
jective details such as an engineer would remerl"i."ber. This 
strengthens rather than weakens the :power of his descriD-
tion, for the subjective element helJ.)s the reader·to viB-
~alize the scene mo1")e com1)letely. 
(1) El Intruso, p. 151. 
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Blasco, no more than Zola, follows Flaubert's manner 
of long and thorough study of a milieu before describing it. 
~hat this method does produce the best naturalistic results 
has, nevertheless, evidence in its favor. For Blasco's best 
nc\turalistic works are his first nf>vels dealing vti th Valen-
cian life with which he was :perfectly familiar. From boy-
hood associations he knew la Albufera, la hue~ta and all the 
intimate char~cteristics of Valencian life. Just as L'Assom-
moir iH ox:ie of Zola's best vrnrks, Canas y ba.rro and La be .. rraca; 
represent the gre~test achievements of Blasco. 
Blasco believed that he nrust personally ex~erience the 
things which he descr·ibed, and made mt:i..11y exciting tri:ps for 
this purpose. He risked his life to go on a poacher's ex-
pediiion to the royal reserves and at one time almost lqst 
it when a smuggler's vessel, upon which he was investigati11g 
their mode of life, wa.s shipwrecked. His doctune11tation 
was serious, therefore, but relatively hasty. Relying en-
tirely uy.ion his memory, he is less meticulous and more in-
tuitive than Zola. 
Lack of accuracy is not, however, as serious a charge 
against Blasco as ag~in~t Zola, for he had no scientific pre-
tensions. It is rare that be enters u:pon technica.li ties, and 
never into a field reQuiring as specific a knowledge as med~ 
fcine. 
Ela.sea does not a1.Jtempt to use the langu2.ge of the peoJ)le. 
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Occasionally, in direct discourse, he uses dialectical forms, 
especially in the Va.lencian stories. Aside from this, he ern.-
I ploys the usual literary diction. When tte tsrminology of a 
cert~in region is individual Blasco is n~turalistic to the 
extent of em:pl oying these sp
1
ecif'ic terms as fr.tr a.s possible; 
'but the coarse hmgue,,ge of the common :peoI>le, never. 
In ~ddition to the choice of vocabulary, the tyDe of 
det~ils d8scribed marks a striking difference. The scenes 
in the S:pt. .. nish novels, v1hile they are often un:pleas'-1-ntly 
ree~liatic, ~:.re alwct.ys decent. In Cttllo::._?__Y- barro, tLere uJre, 
mc:~ny pL~ces Yihich make us shudcl8r, b1J.t our sense of :proprie-
ty is not injured. In the legend of the Albufera, a huge 
serpent crushes her former :plu.ymate in her coils, u.nd Blasco 
does not spare us the agonizing details. Even more repul-
sive is the sight of the body of the new-born babe which 
Tonet had thrown into the lake: 
"Vi6 junta a la borda de su barco un lfo de trapos, 
~ ( yen el, alga livido y gelatinoso erizado de sanguijuelas: 
uns. ca.becita hinchada, deforme, negruzca, con las cuencas 
vacfas y colgundo de una de ellas el globo de un ojo: todo 
tan repugnante, tan hediondo, que parec!a entenebrecer re-
pentinamente el ugua y el espacio, hacienda ~ue en Dleno 
I 
sol ca.yese la noche sobre el le..go." (1) 
Nothing could be mnre horrible but it· is not ob-
s'cene. FurthermoPe such passuges are conrps.rs .. ti vely · 
(1) Canas y barro, I>· 277. 
rare and certainly the one ci uoted above is one of the most 
gruesome in the whole of his production. 
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When Zola does not indulge in pornographic detail, there 
is often great similiarity b~tween the descriptions of the 
two men. In La Terre and Arroz y tartana the likeness i~ 
great enough to make one sus~ect that Blasco may have received 
a suggestion from Zola. The occ~sion is a family dinner to 
which relatives, in both cas~s avaricious, are invited: 
1'Alora, ce fut un massacre, un engloutissement: les 
:poulets, les 1apins, les viandes defilerent, disparurent, au 
milieu d'un t~r~ible bruit de m&choires. Tr~s sabres chez 
eux, ils ae crevaient d'indigestion chez les autres." (1) 
Not only are the "acoustic properties" o~ a meal de-
picted in Arroz y tartana, but also the idea of saving the 
board-bill: 
"Todos comian. con a:peti to, es:pecialmente don Juan, que 
a pesar de au sobriedad de avaro era un tragon terrible al 
estar en mesa aj ena •••• , •••••••.••• Nadie hablaba aun. ofase 
~nicamente el sordo ruido de las mandfbulas; todos mastica-
. ,, 
ban y engullian; los tenedores verificaban correrias devas-
ta4ores sobre la mesa." (2) 
This is t:1-n undeniable trace of Zola in Blasco' s work, 
such as can be occasionally found in his earlier Droduction. 
And it is this kind of realistic detail which Blasco scatters 
through all .. of his novels. Farther than this, he does not go. 
(1) La Terre, p. 186. 
(2) Arro~~_y tartana, p. 88~ 
It is not that Blasco does not approach the sensual or 
the erotic. Entr1e naranj os and Mare Nostrum furnish notable 
examples of this c1uali ty. In the specific grou:p under con-
; 
sid.e1"ation, La horda and La bodega have sensual touches. 
But his descriptions have the thrill of passion, the carnal 
pleasure of mutual love. The love element is lacking in 
Zola, leaving the human being an animal whose instincts are 
aro~sed by the presence of an individual of the other sex. 
Blasco. is more voluptuous, Zola more animalistic. In his 
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first group of novels, this element is :present only in Entre 
naran,ioa. -Canas y barro, for example, is the story of an 
illegitimate love affair, but there is slight trace of sen-
sualism in the book. 
There are certain features of their description which 
are alike. One of these is the extensive Use of simile and 
meta}!hor. Such comparison is effective in giving just the 
impression desired. For instance, "La Grande" (La 'Terre) 
whose outstanding characteristic is her avarice, is pictured 
asa bird of prey: 
,,. , , 
"Elle avait la tete decharnee d'un oiseau de proie, 
sur un long cou fletre, couleur de sang. Le nez de la fa-
mille, chez elle se recourbai t en bee terrible." (1) 
Even more frequen.t are .the examples in Blasco's books. 
In the descriptions of the steel mills, a portion of which 
(1) La Terre, p. 31. 
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is quoted above, almost every sentence contains a com:ps.rison 
which hel:ps the reader to visualize the :process;/ 
Another trait which they have in common is the a:p:peal 
,. / 
to the senses other than sight. We not only see an object, 
but we feel it, hear it, smell it. Especially is this last 
sense :prominent in their books. Zola accompanies all of his 
darkest scenes with fitting odors --- the da~k, dank smell 
of an old tenement; the asphyxiating odor o:f decaying flesh 
, "' \,! as in La Debacle~· Blasco is equally vi_vid in olfactory 
stimulations. Permeating the atmosphere of Ca~as y barro 
is the viscous, fishy smell of the Albufera. He finishes 
the description of the neighborhood girls in La barrc-i.ca with 
, 
·"atrevidos dechal"achos, y olor de salud, de miembros asperos 
y durOs". (1) That element is never lacking and in the 
works of both, it reinf'orces the impression, especially the 
unpleasant one, for nothing is more repulsive than dis-
agreeable odors. 
~~ter ·having discusses the naturalistic techniQue of 
the two, the quesiiion arises as to whl.ch is the more success-
ful in attaining an "illusion of reality". Whether or not 
their pictures are accurate representations, is of relatively 
slight importance. Only a small :proportion of the reading 
public can judge their exact conformity to the truth. But 
if, after a book is finished, the reader retains the impres-
oion that he ha~ caught a glim:pse of life, the naturalist 
(1) La barraca, :p.123. 
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has achieved his ~ur~ose. 
Zola's method is photographic. His 'enumeration of 
minute details make a very complete picture, the only dan-
ger being that it :produce a blurred impression. For in life, 
our attention fixes itself upon certo..in objects and the rest 
of the things in our range of vision remain unseen. Moreover, 
our :perception of those objects is in terms of general ef-
fect. For instance, on meeting a person for the ~irst time 
we have an impression of his size, a:p:pearance, manner of dress 
and, most of all, his personality. Seldom does anyone stop 
to notice an individual feature, unless it is unusual. It is 
on account of this habitual procedure that it is more tedious 
to re~d an author who gives all the rletails than one who gives 
impressions, for instead of merely "getting the idean, we 
have to stop to piece the picture together. The author should 
render this :possible by careful arrangement of his material 
and the reader must take time to visualize it. ~ith this 
coope1'lei.tio~, however, the final image is more. complete than 
that resulting from generalizations. 
Zola's descriptions :produce a lasting impression. While 
one is reading L'Assommoir, the feeling may be, nr dont care 
what the street venders look like -- let's see what ha:Q:pens 
to Geryaise". But after the last :page is finished, the image 
of the little sho:p in the street Goutte d'Or, L'assommoir of 
~ere Colombe, and the whole life in that section ia vivid 
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and clear cut. 
There are some incidents which appear so exaggerated 
that it seems as if they must be the production of an over-
wrought imagination. In Germinal, for example, when Etienne 
and Catherine in the pitchy blackness leans down from their 
little ledge to drink and her lips meet tl1e moustache of 
Chaval, her so-called lover, whom Etienne had killed and 
who for three days has been floating near them. Moreover, 
the sexual promiscuity of the miners surpasses anything 
which the reader can readily believe. These characteristics 
mar the verisimilitude during the reading, but when the book 
is finished, they blend into the whole to give a truly real-
istic effect. Especially in L'Assommoir and Germinal ia this 
true. In these, Zola achieves an illusion of reality. The 
:picture in La Terre i·s more doubtful and in La Debacle the 
image is vague. While the battle of Sedan is realistically 
described it is told from so many different :points of view 
that the result is a confused idea of a very bloody event. 
It is not that the impression seems untrue, but it is less 
distinct than that of the other books. Generally speaking, 
however, Zola's method does give a naturalistic effect. 
In each of Blasco's works, there are some admirable 
descriptions. But a cebain looseness in organization keeps 
the whole from seeming a vivid representation of real life. 
In spite of unrivaled single descriptions, the ensemble does 
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not produce a sensation of h.aving been in touch vli th actua1'1..-
ty. Sometimes it is propaganda which disturbs the im.pressioni 
sometimes the presentation is not sufficiently distirict. 
Canas y barro stands out as a notable exception. La 
Albufera, teemi11g with an oozy, gelatinous form of life, 
seems to have a genuine and perceptible individuality. The 
characters are a part of it ·--- real hu~an beings who are in 
accord with their environment. Here the illusion of real-
ity is powerfully wrought. La barraca, to a lesser extent 
possesses the same quality. The reader feels that he knows 
the people and the personality of the huerta. In the case 
·of Zola the question is one of accumulative effect; of 
Blasco, the intensity of the original impression. 
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Ch~J?ter III 
Another phase upon which comparison may be based is the 
manner in which a novel is con~tructed, ·for the fundamental 
frame work is a matter of as much individuality as the de-
tails which are superimposed thereon. Some authors vary their 
patterns, but a great majority use the same ones, depending 
upon different incidents, characters and motives to avoid 
monotony. To this second class belong Zola and Blasco. 
In each of the four-books examined Zola is concerned 
with a social group, which, considered as a whole overshadows 
the individual fm:portance. Germinal, for insta~ce, is really 
the history of a nml ti tude. But as an impersonal multitude 
is too unwieldy to be handled, Zola's portrayal is .from the 
personal :point of view. He begins with a member of the 
Rougon Macquart family, since that is the connecting link 
of his series. Then through his eyes and experience, the 
milieu and characters involved.in the book are introduced. 
In Germinal it is with Etienne that we catch sight of the mines, 
ap:proach and examine the exterior. Later we descend with him 
and become acquainted with the routine of actual mining. In -
order to bring us in touch with the sordidness and drudgery of 
the mi11er' a existence, Zola introduces the Maheu family and 
depicts with great intimacy· the inner workings of their house-. 
hold. For the life in the coron it is necessary to broaden 
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the circle, individualizing as many people as types are 
needed to give a clear idea of the conurrunity. Then by means 
of this rather 1 arge number of .:People known to the reader 
by name, the mob can be graphically presented during the 
strike. The increased vividness of such ~method is evi-
dent, for instead of nameless strikers here and there com-
mi tt:lng violence or receiving injury, it is' Cha val, Maheµ, 
"La Mouquette," etc. 
Such is the usual :procedure of Zola. Around the :par-
ticular Rougon Macquart concerned, swarms the life of some 
socie~l grou:p, which is the real J;>rotagonist. And it is by 
means of the ::particular and specific that he makes his pre-
aenta.tion. This maimer of description from personal view-
point has great power within certain limits, but the danger 
is that it become mechanical. If a character has a real pur-
pose in the story, to a~d color to the medium or motive to 
the plot, it is distinctly advantageous to see a scene through 
his eyes. But o.ccaaionally one feels that a :person has been 
dragged in only to give excuse for description. ~ In La De-
bacle Zola ·, in describing the battle of Sedan from all l)Oints 
of view, tells the experiences of several men in whom we are 
slightly interested, merely because one is in the cavalry, 
one in the artillery, etc. 
The meticulous manner in which Zola organizes his mater-
ial is responsible for a very definite outline underlying 
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each of his novels and although this does not :protrude, it 
is easily visible on close examination. He distributed his 
subject matter into })arts and cha:pters of uniform length, 
and in each a definite bit of ground had to be covered. 
Everything manifests evidence of a scnupulous preparation 
which at times makes the result a:p:pear mechanical. 
It is customary to an~lyse :plot when studying a novel. 
Th~,,t is dif'ficul t in the case of naturalistic :productions, 
for it ie desirable that they have the semblance of bi ts of 
huma.n history. In 'life the threads of circumstances are 
woven together in as strange and curious :patterns as in the 
moot fantastic of romantic stories. But instead of being 
isola.ted into a. brilliant unit, they are inextricable mingled 
with the drab of' the common:place. Moreover, there is an end-
lessness about real existence. Something is always beginning, 
something always ending. It is only in fiction that a select-
ed group of characters may appear, who, untouched·by other 
ha:p:penings, act o.ut their little adventure with climax, cat-
, 
a.strophe and denouement, then live "happily everafter". In 
naturalistic novels, one finds a series of related episodes, 
rather than a complex :plot. There need not be a climax or 
, 
denouement. The line fluctuates with alternate hope and des-
:pair, fortune and misfortune, and in Zola's books the general 
sl'():pe of every li11e seems to be downward, leaving at the end 
a feeling of the futility of human endeavor. 
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A force often predominating over the course of events, 
is an inanimate object personified, which is symbolic of the 
central thought. In L'Assommoir -the distillery spreads the 
malicious influence of alcohol, insidiously leading those 
weak by nature or discouraged by misfortune to inevitable 
ruin. The throbbing engine in Germinal which undermines its 
own base, stands for the incessant hopeless struggle of hu-
man creatures against an inexorable destiny. This symbolic 
element serves to unite the whole into a powerful ensemble. 
Such an element could not ha~e great significance when there 
is a complication of incidents resolved by human beings por-
trayed as active, efficient agents. But here man is subor-
dinate to the intangible will of nature. In Zola's W?rks, 
theref6re, description of life and nature occu~ies the place 
of first importu..nce, since those are the ruling forces which 
govern the actions of men. Nor is the:re anything to call the 
attention away from thi~ central theme. He does not inter-
rupt the course of. events to introduce propaganda nor does the 
develo:pment of the heredity thesis receive emphasis. Zola was 
careful, however, to mingle description a.nd conversation, in 
order to avoid too solid an effect. He made frequent use of 
indirect dialogue, especially for quotations df considerable 
length. 
Turning to the examination of Blasco's techniq_ue, one 
feature is :present in all his works. He begins invariably 
with the presenta.tio11 of three or four charamters taken from 
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the center of the action which is to follow. The scene is 
long enough to give the setting and the nature of the main 
characters. The events in this ch~pter are often episodic, 
having no J.)lace j_n the plot. Sometimes this scene is a cuaa-
ro de costumbres as in Arra~ .JL tart8..na; sometimes it is a 
N •' passing review of the characters and the milieu as in Canas 
~ITO· After this, Blasco reverts -- usually one or two 
generations--- and begins the star~. He often spends so much 
time with the grandfather or father of the main character~ 
that the reader wonders whom the story really concerns. Of 
the two hundred ninety three pages in Canas y barro, one hun-
dred four are introductory, being utiliaed in bringing the 
story up to the time of the principal actio~. ·But in that 
space, we become thoroughtly acq.uainted w~th the Albufera, 
t!o Paloma, Toni and Tonet. The presentation is skillfully 
done in this book, al though in others, the introductory :pages 
are tedious. 
Blasco individualizes fewer characters than Zola, ao · 
that the group which constitutes the background, although 
a definite entity, is indistinct. For example, in La horda 
we understand that .there are ma.ny rag-:pickers' hovels, but 
we see only one. The malicious neighboi-•s of' La barraca are 
. ,.,, 
on all sides, but Pimento and his wife alone we know by name. 
This method he .. e a double effect; it centers more attention 
upon the leading characters, but the setting is more vague. 
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T~e plots of Blasco's books have the naturalistic 
character of seeming to be the narration of a part of human 
history. In Ca~as y barro the ~lot,' so called, is the love 
affair between Tonet and Neleta. The interest of the ·reader 
is held, however, by no complict=i.tion of incident, but by 
the life history of Tonet. The real theme i.B the tragedy 
of a v1eak willed egotist, ruined by a soulless woman. The 
threads are tangled.in such a way that they lead to an in-
evitu.ble conclusion, usually tragic. In nearly every case, 
the :vortrayal of the medium is far more important than the 
element of plot. Especially in his :propaganda novels is 
plot greatly reduced. The story of La bodega could easily 
be told in fifty of the three hundred seventy two pages. 
Blasco·seems to be carried away by the "ideatt, and to for-
get that he is writing a novel instead of a social thesis. 
There is often a lack of ~roportion and coordination due, 
without doubt, to his habit of writing rapidiy. There is 
far too much disconnected description in Arroz y tartana, 
while in El Intrus6, the propaganda against the Jesuits 
receives undue emphasis. La barraca and Canas ~-Q_~ may 
be counted as exceDtions, for in them all elements are well 
blended. 
Whereas Zola uses indirect dialogue occasionally, 
Blasco employs it almost to the exclusion of direct discourse. 
Although effective when used in moderation,_ too much of this 
is heavy and tends to deaden.the book. 
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Summing up the differnces and likenesses of Zola's and 
Blasco'a method of construction, it becomes evident that the 
similiarity is not great. They have the episodic type of 
:plot and unusual stress u:pon the milieu in conrrnon with other 
members of the naturalistic school. A few minor detail a, 
such as the use of indirect dialogue and description from 
a personal standpoint are alike. But the general architec-
ture is different. Bl as co has few characters, Zol.a niany; 
there is rarely more than a single three.id of story in Blasco' s 
fooka, while in Zola' a there are often several. Blasco hab-
itually makes his presentation of milieu and characters in 
an introductory chapter which does not necessarily have any 
connection with the following action, after which he goes back 
to give the preceding_history. Zola has no break of this 
·kind. He spends more time in getting the scene and charac-
ters before our eyes, but it is all in the course of the story. 
Furthermore Zola's novels are more homogeneous that Blasco's 
I • 
for the latter often stops to discuss social or :political prob-
lems, or to describe some sxtraneous scene. Blasco's natural-
iatic works are shorter, hence the development is more ra:pid 
and less detailed. 
Both novelists have touched almost every field of 
~odern society and it is of interest to note that the most 
succeos.ful works or- each man have :pictured the lowe·r classes. 
In the case o.f Zola, we can see that his personal experience 
as well ss his philosophy .fi.tted him to describe the sordid 
life of the socially and economically oppressed. 
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The conduct of the man whose intellectual and spiritual· 
development has been stunted, can be explained much more read-
ily by his physical instincts thaa that of his more fortunate 
brother. More than that, the whole technique of Zola's nat-
uralism seemed to be evolved to :portray the baser, not the 
finer side of human nature. 
Blasco Ibanez is a man of the people -- strong and pas-
sio11ata who knows how to interpret turbulent life. He 
is like Sorolla in art. The refined atmosphere of the uppen 
classes is not his natural element and when he pictures it, 
his novels are far less convincing. Therefore, with this 
basic characteristic in common, many 1ikenesses can,-.be traced 
between the authors of La Terre and of La barraca,in spite of 
radical differenoes in temperament. 
Chanter IV 
In a work of literature, description and technique 
are secondary to the :portrayal of human character. The 
achievement which makes a piece of fiction universal is 
the creation of a real character in whom thoughts and emo-
tions cornmon to everyone are interpreted with :psychologi-
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cal accuracy. Such a character hecomes a reality and stands 
out clearly in the mine of the reader after the other elements 
of the novel have become blurred and indistinct. 
Zola introduces many personages into his books. But, 
a mei1tioned in the discussion of _the :preceding chaJ;>ter, a 
large pro~ortion are presented merely to add color to the 
backg~ound. Zola's interest is collective --- he empha-
sizes the group in :preference to the individual. On account 
of this, his characters are often types which, when combined, 
form a vivid reproduction of the mass, but when viewed se-
parately, appear vague and colorless. The :piquancy of in-
dividuality is sacr>ificed to heighten the :power of the sum 
total. One :proof of this is the difficulty with which one 
recalls even a few of the many names after having :finished 
a book. There are, of course, exceptions. 
Gervaise of L' As_sommoir is more than a typical woman 
of her class. She becomes an entity in the mind of the 
reader. In the vicious environment of the Parisian alums, 
she is abandoned with her two children. We watch with in-
terest the battle between her inherent moral weakness and 
the forces of this environment. By a dogged determination, 
entirely consistent \vi th her sybmiasi ve nature, she rises 
little by little. Quite as comprehensible is the gradual 
decay of all finer sensibilit!es until the lowest depths 
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of degradation are reacihed. The place one might q~estion is 
the turning point. Zola explains it by the outcropping of 
the inherent neurosis in the form of, gormandiam. The ·moral 
collapse of Coupeau makes an added burden. But matched a-
gainst both of these degenerative forces, is the psycholo-
gical stimulus of success, which can buoy up the weakest 
nature. lfotwi thstanding possible flaws in the psycho1ogi-
cal analysis, Gervaise remains a real :person who ·lives and 
fighta her battle, though it be a losing one. 
Jean Macg_uart of La Terre and La Debacle, al though a 
neutral figure is one to be remembered. He is one whom mis-
fortune always overtakes in syd te of earnest efforts. His 
. I ' ' 
per_so11ality is neither striking nor attractive, but it is 
essentially manly. Had Frangoise loved him, his' sturdy 
nature would have withstood every temptation through fidel-
ity to her. The realization that she does not, brings him 
to a state of pessimistic resignation~ He has failed; the 
prejudice of the people can not be conquered, and he returns 
to.the old wandering life of the army. 
In La Debacie he is the same undemonstrative man, en- _ 
during with fortitude the worst conditions. The idealistic 
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friendship between him and Maurice reveals the fine qualities 
which underlie his rough exterior. For Jean, Maurice, being 
a man of .culture and education represents that higher world, 
which, al though incomprehensible, is yet to be wors!ii:p:ped. 
To him Jean willingly sacrifices the last of his rations; 
the place of' greater safety or comfort. That he should un-
knowingly kill Maurice in the Communist war in.Paris is a 
:piece of gratuitous tragedy. 
Occasionally one finds an outstanding character in the 
secondary grou:p. Jacqueline of La Terre is the most base of 
women, but she :possesses nevertheless a dominant personality. 
Her desire is t·o get control of her m:;ister and she reaches her 
goal by clever and insidious methods. "La Granden by the ve·ry 
fact of. her colossal avarice is an interesting figure. Years 
he.we not loosened her tenacious gras:p on her worldly :possessions 
nor have they softened her heart.. She shuts the door in her 
brother's face when want drives him to her; she ~tarves her 
grandchildren without a ~ualm of conscience. But to the many 
weak overridden women, this iron-willed octogenarian affords 
a contrast which is almost :pleasant. 
Zola, furthermore, introduces an element which is com-
~aratively rare in naturalistic novels --- that of humor. 
Hyacinthe, alias ,,Jesus Chr!hst n and his daughter nLe.. Trouille", 
although beyond the pale of ordinary decency, are a humorous 
couple ---he with his gracious amiability induced by alcohol, 
and she by so instinctive a lack of the semblance of mor-
ality that her pranks seem those of a clever little animal, 
rather than of a. corrupt girl. · 
The range of the characters which Zol~ creates is not 
extended. A monotonous undercurrent of bestiality is ever 
:present, tingeing the better chara.cters with grossness and 
turning the worst ones· into the most consummate of human 
. brutes. It is this sordid sameness which is OJ?:pressi ve to 
the mind of the reader, rather than the extremity to which 
his degenerates go. Among his men characters one finds the 
little-souled miser such as Lorilleux, the chain maker of 
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L'Assommoir,. the rogue with an as:pect of gentility, such as 
Lantier; the drunkard such as Cou:peau, the moral degenerate 
of all.varieties down to the ~bsolute :pervert, the boy Jean-
lin ill Germinal. But all of them, regardless of degrees of 
enlightenment or integrity make evident the dreariness and 
futility of life. There is no one with a keen, red-blooded 
joy of living, nor one with a s:piri tual i ty deel) enough to ; 
catch a vision·of sustaining ideals. 
Zola's women a:p})roach more nearly a dead level than his 
men. The gre~t majority are yielding and subservient to the 
whims of men. Although of' varying degrees .of honest, they 
are denied the least spark of intellectuality. Henriette of 
" ,. . La Debacle, for example, more nearly a:pproaches the noble 
ty:pe of womanhood than any other. She is unswerving faith-
'" 
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ful to her brother and her husband, and would willingly 
sacrifice herself for their sakes. Although mentally un-
developed, Henriette is an ex~f):ption among the many who have 
no claim to the finer qualities and are as generally tainted 
with animalism as the men. 
Zola's characters are uniformly simple in psychology, 
being motivated by a single idea, a single passion, and 
their aim in life is to satisfy this idea or :passion. P~re 
Fouan was c.7. slave to his land; Lantier was led by his love 
of luxury; La Gr~nde by avarice; Gervaise by gluttony and 
examples could be indefinitely Lml ti!;)lied. Since his thesis 
vrns :physiological, the most common inciting agent is that of 
the two physical hungers --- special emphasis being ~laced on 
sexual ·desire. Fundamenta.l as are these a.:p]ietites in human 
life, their importance is here unduly exaggerated. One es-
sential difference betwr~· en man and the hignest of the animals 
is that he is capable of a mental and ST)iri tual life which 
rises above the purely :physical. 
Thus, Zola's characters are individuals from whose nu~ 
tures hu..ve been ta.ken psychological complexity and s:piri tua.1-
i ty u.nd who, handica:p:ped by unconquerable hereditary weakness-
es, struggle in a grim and dreary fight against the blind 
forces of their environment. There are not great contrasts of 
strength and weakness, but rather a mon.otony of little souls 
and torpid minds. 
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Blasco Ibanez excels in 'the portrayal of virile man-
hood. It seems, indeed, that by a projection of his ovm dy-
namic r>ersonality he creates the characters of iron will, his 
fighters who struggle against great odds. Toni of Canas ~ 
barro, Batiste of La barraca are strong and restlute. No 
task daunts them by its dif'f'icul ty or inunensi ty. But they 
are opposod by blind powers stronger than th~y nature, 
human prejudice, or an unkind destiny, against which they 
fight to the end. S~nchez tlorueta in El Intruso gained his 
high position of weal th and :povter 
1
by his own unceasing ef:torts. 
He is a giant turned into a :pu:ppet by the enervating influence 
of the Jesuits who reach him through his wife and daughter. 
Mu.ny more are the protagonists whos:-:: life is a a constant com-
bat against men and nature -- for land, for money, for love, 
for power, for everything men value. That they must sue c;ur11b 
in the end is a reflection of Blasco's own philosophy. Pro-
gress is slow £tnd the efforts of one man are unavailing a-
gainat _age-old powers. Therei"ore the end of life nhould be 
action for its own ~ake and not .for the work achieved. 
In contrast to these, are weaklings such as Tonet, 
(Ca~as Ybarro), egotistic, indolent, without will-power. 
Another is Juanita (Arroz y tartana)who dares but once in 
his life to or>-rose his mother, who did not care for him, yet 
used him for he1'\ selfish :purposes. Moments of :power come to 
the weak, moments of weakness to the strong. The contrast 
and inter}!lc\.y of these ,two types heighten the effect of reality. 
Blasco's women characters may be divided into the 
bro~d classifications of the submissive woman> and the one 
of domin~nt personality. The bond of the latter class is 
a firm determination to gain some end, the type differing 
according to the objective. Do~a Manuela (Arroz y tartana) 
aspired to a high position in the society to which a dis-
play of weal th and manners "a le. mode" are the open s'esame. 
To tllis ambition she sacrifices everything. -But she is very 
different from Dona Cristina (El Intruso) who devoted all or 
her energies to the Jesuit religion. Neleta, child of the 
Alb1:lfe:ra wanted Tonet. As a youth he trifled with her love, 
then departad, leaving her cold and mercenary and without a 
vestige of soul -- if, :perchance, she ever had one. On the 
surfe,,ce she is suave a.nd dutiful, but a cat-like glint of 
her green eyes is a revelation of the callous and designing 
woma.n within. After she has gained weal th and position on the 
island but onething remains to complete her satisfaction--
Tenet. So she sets her trap, catches her prey and makes him 
so entirely her possession that ultimately death is his only 
means of release. Her will is of such resistant texture that 
nothing can make her flinch or change her course of action. 
Fa1., more numerous are the women characters who bend sub-
missively before their f~thers, brothers or husbands. Feli, 
T6~ica, Pepeta -- tha list is lone. Their poor starved ex-
istences crdve love ~nd protection, but without even these 
returns, they spend a life of drudgery and un~uestioning de-
votion. 
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A gener~l comparison of the characters of Zola and 
Blasco shovrn the fundamentc.-111 likeness of sim:i;;licity in 
p~ychological motivation. Blasco's protagonists are men and 
women of one idea, to the attainment of which they devote 
their entire mind and strength. It is this centralization 
of effort which causes the intensity of the battle·and the 
totality of the ultimate defeat. However, Blasco does not 
carry the process of sihlnlification to the point of making 
the :physiologico.l govern the :psychological, as Zola tries 
to do. Even he could not do it, for after all the ideas of · 
such a brute as Buteau have more to do with his actions than 
have his r:·hysical :processes. 
There is more human kindness visible in the Spain~rds · 
and it. is doubtful if the dir:~\3rence exists in the I>eople 
of the two nationalities. t For example, tio Barret waa compared 
to pei·e Fernan (1) because of Lis attachment to the land. But 
in the extremity of need he t~ied to conceal his distress from · 
his faBily in order that they might live happily ~nd undisturbed. 
But ' :pere 
\ 
Fouan begrudged the children the meanest living --
and rer>aid him in kind. Tf~ Mariposa (La ~orda) knew 
nothing better than the menial bu~ineas of collecting the re-
fuse of others. If want ahd degradation can extinguish the 
little s:park of hunu.-mi ty, she should have been a veritable 
"bete lrnrnti:l:ne" • But even she was cc:\,:pable of sc.icrificj_ng her 
(1) See p • 21 • 
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de~rest treasure of ~aste gems and tawdry jewels for the sake 
of he11 gre,1t-grandson. It is not tho.t Blasco is more idealis-
. tic than Zola. His me,terialism leads events to a conclusion 
as unhap~y and pessimistic as that of the darkest of the Rau-
gon __ l~-c~g,uart stories. But in SI)i te of these things, his char-
acte11 s remain essentially human beings. 
Blasco, as well as Zola, selects typical representatives 
of the milieu to be portrayed, for he, too, shows the clbse 
21 elation existil'lg between the indivj.dual and his socii:.;,l and 
physical enviroriment. JJa barro,ca is a.11 illustration of the 
force which society may exercise by public sentiment; Ca~as 
y barro shows the effect of the natural conditions of a loc-
ali ty uron its inhabi t~1nts: 
n1r.o, no era.n gran cos~\. aq_uellas v:f.rgenes del 1 ago, con 
'/ sus ro:po,s l s.vu.das en el agua l;utridb., de- 1 os canal es, ol iendo 
a bar1,.,o y las m~inos im:pregnt=i.das de una viscosidad <JUe pare-
f cia penetr~r husta las huesos. El :pelo descolorido por el 
sol, blanciuecino y pobre, ti..:peno .. s se sm:1breaba sus cs.rcd1 en-
jutas y rojiza.s, e11 la.s ciue los ojos brillaban con el fuego 
de una fiebre siempre renovti.du. al. beber 1 o.s agua.s del 1 c;~go • 
Su p~rfil anguloso, la sutilidad escurridiza de su cuerpo 
y el hedor de los zagi:.ilej os, las daba cierta, semejanza con las 
, anguilas, coma si una nutricion monotona e igual de muchas ge-
neraciones hubiera aca.bado :po1., fijar en aq,uella gente los 
rasgos del animal que les servfa de sustento." (1) 
(1) Canas y b~rro, pp. 35-36. 
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But since Blasco fixes the attention upon fewer charac-
·ters the impression of each one is r.10re distinct even if the 
character does not possess a marked individuality. Urq,.uiola, 
the tTesui t (El Intruso), Salvatierra, the social :prophet 
(T,~t boclega) , Don Eugenio, the pioneer merchant (Arr oz y tar-
tu.na) --- these are rrnrely ty11es, but they do not becon·le sub-
merged in a mass of others. Occasionally a nersonage is a 
tyDe in that he is introduced to reDresent a class, but has 
a.t the ss..me timei a distinctive indiuiduality. Among tLese is 
Tenet's gru.ndf:J,ther, el ti o Pal om2., (Canas y barro), who 
s"tf .. 11ds E,t.s a symbol of the :p8.st wl.!.ich knevv subc.1ection to no 
laws but those of nature. 
A comparison of 2~,11 of Zola's chc1.racters with all of· 
Blasco's, m~kes evident that the latter gives to a far great-
~r proportion ri. distinguishing individuality. One i~ec.:.1,son for 
this is the smaller number of J.)ersonages :prese11ted --- more 
importance must be given to each. Another results from the 
fact that Zola 6onsistently sacrifices the individual for the 
sake of the u.ggreg::1-te effect. In eu.ch of the four books un-
der consideration the objective is the re:presentation of some 
soch<..l group -- the sl urns, the nines, the r>rovince, the a.rt1y 
·--- and to these collective :protagonists the individual is 
· uniformly subordinated. This is x1ot true- with Blusco. In 
some, such as La barraca and Ca~as y b~rro the group forms 
.. 
a b~ckground for the development and intarpl~y of the lead-
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ing characters. On the contrary, the central theme of JJa 
bodega. is mctd.e u:p of 1::,bstract problems of economic. o:ppres-
sions ci.lcoholism and st-..bjection to the churchJ to which the 
Hlement of plot ux1d characters is secondu.ry. This causes 
gree"t ineg_uc:-1tli ty in Blasco' s cht~r,_:i.cter portra.yal. While some 
may be very dull and colorless, others make a lasting im-
pression by their outstGnding personalities which overbal-
ance t~e effect of the forLer~ 
In his manner of handling character, Blasco is fond of 
contrast. Beside the drifting Tenet, Toni seems the more 
plodding and industrious. The rigid economies of Don Juan 
-makes the reckle~s extravagance of his sister Dona Manuela 
stand out in bold relief. Zola varied his.characters by 
snl\:W.l degrees of superiority or inferiority. The distt:.nce 
betweens the extremes is sufficiently marked, but they are 
not placed in counterposition. 
The likenesses and differences in types of character 
depicted can be expltdned by the temperaments and co:nce:p-
tions of the authors. A common belief in determinism infuses 
into the lives of the protsgonists of each a spirit of inevi-
tabili ty. Isidro Maltrana (La horda) could well be a char-
acter of I,'.Assor;m:oir, were it not for the sporadic outbm1st 
of ho~e at the end, because tis failure, like that of Ber-
-v~dee results from inherent mor0~1 weaknesses. But the ]?ro-
totype of tf o Paloma is not to be found in Zola. It is 
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Blasco's distinction to h~ve portrayed such rugged strength. 
He loves the primitive life 1 free from tte rastraints of soc-
iety (.',nd in his books are, to be found such men 2\;s the poacher 1 
irel Mosco" (Le·~ horda.), and the ex-smuggler, Bafael (La bode-
£.§:.) •. Of this type of manhood Zola could not even concej_ve. 
Vhereas the latter concentruted his energies upon his liter-
ary theories, Blasco le~rned to know the out-of-door life 
from person~l experience. 
Another differenc~ is ths ever-present grossness in 
Zola from which even the Vu.gu.b onds of Blasco are com para ti vel y 
fre~. Pimento (La bu.rraca.) ia. ~drunkard and an idler. Ile 
is a bully with his :physical strength, but Bl as co makes no 
mention of baseness of vulg~rity.. Occasionally one finds a 
disgu:sting episode lje that of Canamel 's desire f'or Neleta 
I 
during bis last illness, but it is exce~tional. 
T~e women characters of the tuo are more similiar. 
Neither Zola nor Blasco esteems womanhood highly. The posi-
tion of a woman is al V/C:i,ys that oi .. an inferior --- to be loved 
or to cast aside according to some man's v1him. Sometimes she 
gets control as does Neleta, but in this r8le· she is even less 
a ttrtl.Cti ve tht'\11 when OJ?Dressed. There are some beautiful ex-
am:ples of devotion as Feli (La horda}, and Henriette (La De-
b~cle) but none of enlightened intelligence. 
Blasco does not depict humorous characters. The nearest 
approach is such a strange combination of philosophy and 
vagtibondage as Sangonera (Canas J~arro}. But even he has 
a serious. as:pect. At times Blasco introduces a ch~racter 
who is rmrely er>isodic, having no relation to the :plot and 
whom we see but once or tr;ice in the book, such as Andresi to 
in Arroz y tartana. Moreover he often brings in a person 
through v1hose instrumentt?,li ty he may ex:press his own ideas, 
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but vvhose im:porta.nce to the story is nothing. This is espec-
ially true in the :prop2~gc:i;noa novels. For ex~t.m:ple, Dr. Are riti 
is the character whom we see most ofteri in El Intrus6. There 
is, however, no development of his character nor change in his ' 
position during the whole book. He is merely the disciple 
of Blasco's own theory of progress and action and who argues 
the case against the Jesuits. 
There are, therefore, many difference in the characteri-
zation of the two men. Of these the most constant and out-
standing is that Zolf1' s :prote:;,gonist is ever the 0bete humaine n 
--- Blasco' s· a human "being regardless of the degree of de-
gradation. 
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Cho .. nter V 
A charge which ,is conm10nly brought against the nat-
uralists -- oJnd against Zola, s,bove all -- is thnt their 
novels are immoral on account of the unconventior1al topics 
which ~~re freely treated. Emilia P1;1 .. rdo Bazan devotes a char-
ter of Tia eusstion T)al nitante to tlle discussion of this point 
and there makes a necessary distinction which the majority 
of readers are prone to overlook. (1) The morality of a book 
doss not consist in presenting virtue reTiarded and evil pun-
ished -- such a sta11du,r1 d is c:.rtificial and fu..lse. The essen-
ti ally irtimordl is only th2,t which inci tea to vice, while that 
1.vhich offends us by le.ck o:f delics,cy or non-conformity to 
social usages may be gross or revolting but not inconsistent 
with riet:.l r1J.Or<.di ty. Books which are anti-socis"..l 01"' anti-
religious m~y be f~r more injurious in their effect than the 
most licentious pages of Germinal because they induce the 
:public to 8.Ccept false ic1-ec:i,ls v;hich ar,3 lat.e1,., conv:3rted into 
action. The true inmor~lity of the naturalists is not the 
obvious excess of crude det~ils: 
"La im11oralid~.:\d g_ue en.trana el na.turalismo ].)recede de 
su car~cter fatGlista, o sea del fondo de determinismo qJe 
contiene. 11 ( 2) 
---..------------
(1) Emilict PL1.rdo Be:;tzan, I,a euestion V'-1..lr>itc,nte, Chap. XVI. 
( 2) Id. , p • 23 2. 
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The analysis is well made. The philosophy of fatalism 
is dangerously attractive to men and ~9men especially when 
they seem to be nec; .. rine fs-dl ure. It is too easy to blame mis-
haJ)s upo~ 11 1 uck" or ''fate u t."..11d sink into a stagnant st::::.te of 
pessimism. The continual portrayal of men who fight but lose 
through no faul~'of their own is one more consideration to 
lead an unhappy man to a state of inactivity. 
Neither Zola nor Blasco.may be freed from the charge of 
inm101"'ali ty when so int.:;:r1n'"'eted. The characters of L' Assonrr.1oir 
are the playthings of their own weaknesses. Why would it not 
have been possible for Gervaise to continue to do her work 
well, when she w~s·on the vsy to success? Only because of a 
mortQ nature for which she was not responsible ~nd some events 
ecruo .. lly .·inevitable? Still 11101-ie arbi trnry is the fate which 
lee:.ds Jean through the maze of Paris streets to come u::;>on his 
only friend, Maurice, and unknowingly st::).b him. There is a 
feeling of tlle emptines;3 oJ' life wl.:.en man is bereft of all 
superiority over natura and left to cynical and supine en-
duro..nce. 
This teGt of immorality is, therefore, v!hether the book 
spurs the reader on to further effort or leads him to a pessi-
~istic resignation. In Blasco tragedy comes often from exist-
ing social conditions which the individual alone is ~owerless 
to change but which will yield to the attem:pts of the mass. 
S~nchez Morueta (El Intruso)is weakenBd by the influence of 
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Jesuitism; the laborers of La bodega live in a debased con-
dition because of economic op:p:ression which rn.ight be im:proved. 
Dona Manuela (Arroz_][ tartana) suffers ve"J:y justly the conse-
ciuences of her ovrn false ideu,ls which r~ccord with the shallow-
ness of the society in vhich she lived. The despotic force 
of heredity arid the innate baseness of human beings which work 
the ttagedies of Zola are f~r more hoDeless than the evils of 
society whieh cause individual ruin but may be mnelj_ora.ted by 
gener~l effort. It is to this sffort that Blasco uished to 
stii., the P.80I)le. Hi.s ree;ard for :personal ha:p:pinesn is neg-
ligible, ~nd for that reason, his books assume a fatalistic 
as:pect. Thero is· much insistence upon e:. need mf exertion, 
which is deeply moral. 
N~t all of the tragedies may be so eGsily reconciled as 
that of S~nchez Morueta of even of Isidro Maltrana. Batiste 
st~nds as a dark figure whom destiny pursues) regardless of 
his deterffiination to succe~d. Toni is ~nother whom.it· seems 
that life might have 1.,e:puid more fully for sucL unbounded ex-
penditure of strength. Thus, the fatulistic dlement in Blasco's 
books is more varying than in Zola's. And they are consis-
tently rwre ho11eful only in Blt~sco' s higher conception of hu-
man lif'e. When the co11g_uering forces Lave r" recognizu,ble 
cause, they may be opposed and ultimately overcome. But when 
they are within the msn himself, there is no Dower which can 
change them; then is resignation the only o~en course. 
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This aspect of mor~lity shows some difference, if not 
a great one, between Zola and Blasco; But in respect to the 
conmJ.on interpretation of inuwrc;.,li ty -- -grossness -- the di-
varsity is raarked. Zola, in his own life, was scrupulously 
chu.s:te, and it vn~s rD .. ther in a spirit of scientific inves-
tigation that he spread before the reader an ~rray of DOr-
nographic details which purported to be entirely true to 
nature. A serious student of literature would receive them 
in the same way, even though he condemn the la,clc o:f good 
taste and artistic sense. But unfortunately, a very small 
percent of readers may be so classified, and the unusual sale 
of such books as Lr Assommoir and na.na Ct.\n be due to not11i:ng 
more than the licentious scenes ~nd language which satisfy a 
J!OJ?Ular craving for the sensu~tiona.l. 
The defense of the transgrecision of the rules of art is· 
weakened, moreover, because his representations are inaccurate •. 
Zola had an i11Vers.::: imagtnation which was ca,11able of embellish-
ing situations, e.lreo,cl..~r de:pl orcl·ble, with vivid touches to me.Jrn 
them worse. It is a str~nge circumstance that ~e ~ho wished 
to be the most verit~ble of natur~lists should h~ve been strong-
ly· imbued with romu.nticism. The wo.y j_n which he co1.:.ld adapt 
:::1,ll t~nir:.gs to his individual conco-ption is chal,,u .. ctr::~ristic of 
the romhnticist. From an observ~tion of nature he drew a 
multitucle of detcdls vrL~ch give the }.m].)1.,ession of reality, 
but he interpretsd them in lds orrn way. His liking for sym-
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bolism was, also, foreign to auster~ nuturulism, for to see 
such a definite rel&~tionshiIJ betvieen r.,s :prosrdc u.n obt.iect. 
as a :pump engj_ne <:1,nd a group of societ~{ req,uired a r:ell de-
velor>ed im~1Jgination. (1) It is with almost melodic r::::currence 
tha.t symbolic ideas 1:.i,:p1)eP,,r throughout Zola's books ; fop e.x-
1Tor doec tLe ins:pir~~tion need to come from tLe fine or beu.u-
tiful -- the most unrle~sant of scenes may be suggestive. 
The follov-iing crl;.othtion is the vision of Maitre Hourdequin, 
nhen he cJ,nd JetJJ ~:ere di sci.wsing the f ertili3 0,ti on of the 1 and : 
"----Qut~ncl on pe11se q_ue la vidange seule de Pt:1..ris pour-
:rtd t f'e2•tilieer tre:nte ndlle hectares t 
, , 
Le calcul a ete fait • 
... • •. •• D'un geste le-~rge$ il iJ.vait embrc,sse l'etendue, l'im-, 
n~nse Beauce pl~tu. Et lui, dans sa n~ssion, voyait Paris, 
PsJ..ris, lacher· 1-r~ bonde de see fosses, le i~leuve fertilisc~teur 
de' l 'engrais hunudn. • •••••••• ct eta.it la, gro.nde ville qui 
re11de,i t a.ux chU.lllJ!S · 12,, vie CJ.1.i 'el le en 2~vr:,i t regue. Lentement 1 
le sol buv~it _cette f~condit~, et de l~ terre gorg~e. engr~is­
see, le :pa.in Dlt3'!.l1C I>OU&f.:H.dt, debordait, en moissons geantes.n (2) 
Such instances of which there are many, show the presence 
of an t:~ctive tmaeinu.tion always ready to syt1bolize e.nd to unify 
disconnected facts into a harmonious whole. 
(1) See JI. 66. 
(2) La Terre, p. 404. 
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Nature is never portrayed for its own beauty, but_ rather for 
t-1-dC..ing cclor to th.;:; subjsctive atmosphere. V!he11 the picture 
is one of sadnass and desolation caused by humsn pettiness, 
the L:~ndsct~pe ctssumes c;,s dismD,l a,n fvs:pect. Immed.iately be-
fore the di vi sio11 of :pro:perti>' c.tmong the g1"eed2':· children of 
' pere Fou~n, the n~tural setting is as follows: 
"Le jour a.vu.it gr~;,ndi, ui1 ve:nt glace :pousse .. it dt-:.ns le 
"II 
cie:p~le des vols continus de, gros images"~ et la Bev.uce fla.-
gell~e, s'~tendait d'une tristesse morne." (1) 
· And this is the conditi0n when Lise and Frun~oise dis-
cover their father dead in his carriage: 
"L~ rmi t tomba.i t, un grand nu age ,fauve q_ui . j aunissai t le 
ciel, ~clairait le mourant d'un reflet d'incendie." (2) 
In L' Ass ommo:i.r the 1 i ttl e s tr e '1m that fl ow s in the, gut-
ter from the paint shhp is a brillia~blue on days of good 
fortune, but when despait comes it is a mournful black. Ex-
amples could be indefinitely multiplied, for such is Zola's 
habitual use of nature setting. This is but another illus-
tration of his tendancy to synthesize disc~rdant elements. 
It is on accom1t of this that Zola's books have a uniq,ue J?OWer 
and not becf;wse of the fidelity to truth. He was morally 
sincere in the diagnosis of social ills and felt that his 
(1) La Jerre, p. 35. 
(2) Id., :p. 103. 
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pseudo-scientific exposition would alleviate conditions; 
but dirtiness and obscenity are unfit for. artistic :purposes. 
The nu.turz1-lists ·did a service to li te1,·c«,ture by showi11g the 
bea.uty which exists in the t:riviali ties of every day. But 
Zola overloaded his colors, exaggerating the evils and giving 
as a result the ideally base. 
One may accuse Bl~isco. Ibanez of being }}lain s1;oken 01., 
indelic~t~ in his novels but rarely of being gross or vulgar. 
Certain books contain passages which are in their sensual 
suggestiveness worse, perhaps, ~han Zola's open.display of all 
which society ordinarily reserves for individual privacy. 
But he does not insist upon tainting every scene with coarse-
ness nor thrust upon the reader continual violaiions of social 
usage. If judged by a very puritanical standard, certain of 
his works might be called immoral in the po:pula.r inter:prete-.• 
tion of the word. But a catholic taste and a just appreciation 
of virility would not so mark them~ They are rugged and tte co-
lors are strong but indecency does not clog the vivid portrayal 
of life. 
Blasco is more frankly in~ressionistic than Zola. The 
latter refers so scrupulously to the human document that the 
traces mf imagination are incongruous: But Blasco freely sup-
plements actual details with romantic and imaginative touches 
----- e.g. the idea of the "horde n tlu·ea tening the ci viliza-
tioh of Madrid, which is clearly impossi:ltie. It is moreover, 
by artistic fancy that he interprets the personalities of t~e 
Albufera and the huerta. (1) They are comparable to Zola's 
symbolization of the distillery of the :pump engine. For a 
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locali t~r may inf~l uence its inhabi te.nts; it may have a distinct 
character, but it requires an artist to grasp the relationship 
and sense its individuality. Sometimes, furthermore, Blasco 
gives free rein to his imagination as in Arroz y tartana where, 
to Andresito, the landscape seems a\great symphony of colors: 
"Alli estaba la sinfonia, una verdadera pieza clasica 
t , ( con su tema fundamen al -- y el :percibia con los ojos el mis-
terioso· canto, coma si la mirada y el ofdo hubiesen trocado 
sus maravilloaaa funciones. 
"Primera, las notas aisladas e incoherentes de la in-
troducci6n eran manchas verdes de los cercanos jardincillos; 
las rojas aglomeraciones de tejado, las blancas par~des, todas 
las pinceladas de color sueltas y sin armonizar por hallarse 
proximas. Y tr as es ta fugaz introdi.:cci6n, comenzaba la sin-
fonf a, brillante, a tronadora." etc. (2) 
This :passage is typical of Blasco's habitual tea.atment 
of nature --- not that he always perceives it in this way, 
but that he loves it, sees its finer shading as well as the 
splendor of the whole. The ever shifting beauty of natural 
phenomena form a constant background, now riotous with flowers 
and :perfume, now sinister and foreboding, but always with a 
(l) See La barraca and Canas y barro. 
(2) Arroz y tartana, p. 85. 
touch which shows the sincdrity of Blasco's appreciation. 
He devoted many pages to nature description whereas Zola 
inserts lines here and there merely to give atmos:phere. 
Rarely does one find as vivid a picture as the transition 
from night to day in the opening :pages of La barraca ----
the increasing intensity of light, the stirring and grad-
ual awakening of animal life, the squeaking of doors and 
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the beginning of a. day's work all is artistically blended. 
The following description ia but one of many examples which 
illustrate .the richness of Blasco' s imagery and the acute-
ness of his sensory impression: 
"La Dehesa est ab a fl orida y :perfumada como un j ardin. 
Loa matorrales, bajo la caricia. de un sol que :parecfa de ve-
' t ru.no, se cubrian de fl ores, y par encima de ellos brillaban 
las insectos coma botones de oro, aleteando con sordo zum-
bido. Los pinos retorcidos y seculares .se movfan con ~ajes­
tuoso rumor' y baj () las bovedas que formabtin 'sus co:pas ex-
tend!aae una·dulce penumbra semejante a la de las naves de 
una catadral inmensa. De vez en cuando, al traves de los 
troncoa se filtraba un rayo de sol corno si entrase por un 
ventanal • " (1) 
Noble sentiments find meager.expression in the books 
of Zola. Since his men are gro.ssly animalistic, it would be 
impossible for them to harbor spiritual and idealistic qual-
ities. Love is deprived of the tenderness and exquisite 
(1) Canas y barro, I>· 62~ 
pleasure which are hers traditionally, and becomes purely 
carnal. Marriage is often nothing more than the legaliza-
tion of :relations othervdse illicit. Conjugal ha:p:piness at 
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best, seems to mean a satisfactory business arrangement and 
fidelity to one another. But the transcendental spark which 
----- be it illusion or not ----- men from time immemorial 
have attributed to this vital force is denied existence. 
Parental love is at least deadened, if not entirely crushed 
by greed and economic oppression. For although there is 
the ~ouan family which exemplifies utter selfishness, there 
is also Maheu who did his best to provide :ror his brood. 
In general, however, the amount of sentimentality of any 
kind is practically negligible. 
La·D~b~cle, which is the next to the last novel in 
the Rougon~Macguart series, is an exception to this .last 
statement. Zola seems to have become more lenient in his 
attitude toward people, for here his characters are sometimes 
animated by the higher human emotions. Henriette is entirely 
free from the usual trace of bestiality~ Honore treasures a 
love for Silvine through years of absence f'rom her, even 
when he khowa that she was not faithful to him. Still more 
unusual is the depth and sincerity of feeling existing between 
Jean and Maurice, which is so well expressed at their parting: 
"Et ils se baiserent, et comme dans le bois, la veille, 
il y avait au fond de ce baiser, la fraternite de dangers 
I 
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couruo ensemble c0:s q_uelg_ues sem:;;'..ines d 'hero;ty_ue vie commune 
QUi les 0..Vt:::.ient unis, }?lUS etroitement que des annees d'or-
dinaire ami,J:;ie n' auro.ient rru le faire·. Les j ours se:ms- :pain, 
les nutts s~ins somneil,. les fa.tigue.s exc,3ss,;tvC:s~ la mort 
toujours pr~senie, pasaaient dans leur ~ttendriasement. 
Est-ce que jamais ·deux coeui->s peuvent se reprendre; g_ue le 
don de soi-meme les a de la sorte f Qndus l 'un di:.ns 1 'aut1.,e? 
I.:ais le baise:r" echange sous les ten.ebre~ des t1-rbres, etai t 
Dlein de l'esp0ir nouv~uu que la fuite leur ouvrait; tandis 
q,ue ce baiser, ~ cette heure, restait :frissonnant des an-
goisses de 1 'adieu. Se reverra.i t-on un j our? et comrn.ent, 
dans quelles circonst~nces de douleur ou de joie?" (1) 
Such a. 1n~sGage is t\ glim])se of whc·.t Zol~~ migiit huva r:ri t-
ten,, had he fr.eed himself from the 112.turc),listic ct.nd scienti-
fie ~ania. But it is an anomaly in his works as they are. 
In the novels of Blasco 
,,,.,,, 
Ibanez, love and sentimtmt find 
~ more usual expression than in those of Zola. There· is the 
lo"Trn of Jlw.i1i to ;;:,nd Tonica (Arro.z _LtLrt,~11a) which even though 
I it be somewhat subdued, is tyDically romantic. Blasco under-
stands and interrrets the phenomena of such love experiences; 
"El amor hc),bfz tra,11sforma.do a. Jus~nito. Su alma. vestfa 
~ ,, tt1.mbie:n. nuevos traj e~, y cleede qye era novio de Tonica, :pa-
t reci.o. coma q:ue des:p2rt~~ban sus senticlos :por rrirnera. vez y 
p.dt1uiria otros com:pletarn.ente nuevos. Hi;\sta e}1tonces hci,bfa. 
(1) 
,, "' ,, La Debacle, p. 488. 
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cr.u.,ecj.clo d2 olfa to. Estc.-:..b a. segurf sir.10 cie ell o ; y si no., 
co1i10 sr:;1, q_ue todc::.s ic·.,s primaveras ls .. s he.bfa :pasa.do sin per-
cibir siq_uiera alluel rerfume de a.zahur q_ue exhali-:io;;rn los 
l ,, t ., • d paseos y a1ora le enloquec1a, enaruecien o su sangre y arro-
ja11do su :pensa.rn.ien.to en la vagued.ad de un olee .. je de :rierfu:mes? 
Ho era menos cierto q_ue hv.sta entonces hnofa estv.do sord.o. 
Ya r.o escucha.ba el :pie .. 110 de sus hermane .. s coma quien oye llo-
ve1., ; oJlON\. la musica le cirana.ba. en 10 mas hon do del pecho i 
y algm1as veces hasta l.e s~~1 taban ls .. s lagrimas cuando Ampa-
ri to se t:.rrc.mca,ba con algui12 .. i.,omanz~1. ita.lia.na. de esa.s. q,ue 
meten el coraz6n en un pu;o." (1) 
Another illustration is the blind exhilaration of 
Isidro and Feli in their'first days together. Blasco remains 
a realist,· however, for he does not perlliit his characters in 
the ecstatic bliss of such affairs to b~ isolated from the 
sordidness Of the world, which soon creeDs in to spoil the 
ha1)r:iest dPeL:.41. Tiis usual re1)resenta.tion is that these love 
experiences are necessary episodes in a man's life, while in 
ci woman's, they com:prise everytlling. It is a iJypically mas-
culine point of· viev1 and one to be ex]!ectecl from a, m.an of 
BL:~sco' s teni.r>eramen.t. 
A different love is that of Tonet and Neleta by which 
she holds him a helpless possession. Still different is the 
hidden ra.ssion which urJtt Dorda" cherished. fori the same egois-
tic Tonet, and which is revealed only when she bends e:1.bove 
his cler:;,d body. But all of' these are raore or less comrnon-
(1) Arro;;, y tarte.na, FD· 211-212. 
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:place i11 their :physiCLi.,l and emotiona,l manifestations~ It is 
'•· 
in La bodega that Blasco makes an unusual de~arture from his 
own custom, and from Sra11ish tradition as a whole, v;hich u:p-
held so rigorousl~r the 111mndo:nor". Maris, de la JJuz is vio-
!fated by Luis Dtrpont ix: a drunken revel. TLis places, of 
course, 1;~n/ apr,arently insur:pasE.>~\.ble barrier betvresn her cu1d 
her lover.Rafael; but their love continues in spite of ee~-
aration. 0 Then Salvatierra gives to Rafael a new vision ---
that the virginity of the body is sscondary to that of the 
soult•. The d.eep sincerity of their mutual love should rise 
above an accident of circumste .. nces and find fulfillment in 
union. 
"Las verguebzas del cuerpo representan muy·poco •••• 
El amor es lo CJ.Ue im:porta; lo demas son preocu:paciones de 
anims'..les. Tu cora~onci to es mfo? :pues ya lo tengo todo •• 
•• Marfa de la L~! Compa~erita del arma! Vamos a marchar 
de cr .. ra al sol ; ahora nacemos de veras; hoy empieze .. rl;Uestro 
t.:imor. • .. • " (1) 
ny los dos jove11es se abrazaron en la entrada de la 
casucha, junte,n.do sus bocas sin estremecimientos de :pa.si6n 
carnal, mantth1iendo- se largo rato unidos, como si despr_ecia-
sen ~~ las gentes g_ue las mira.btm escandaliza.das, coma si con 
su amor desafiasen 1 o aspavientos de i.m mundo viej o que 
iban P11 aba11donar. n 
Such a view transceµds the highest of Zola's conceptions. 
(1) La bodega, p. 365~ 
Conclusion 
The dissimiliarities which h~ve consistently appeared 
in every l~ne of comparison must, in themselves, refute the 
charge of imitation. It would be a poor co:py which should 
approach the original no more closely than have Blasco's 
works those of Zola. But the presence of Zola's influence 
has never been denied. What, then, are the features of 
Blasco' s :production whi,ch manif'est the presence o:f an in-
fluence, recognizably that of Zola and distinct from the 
gen~ral naturalistic movement? 
I 
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Zola consistently concentrated interest, not upon prob-
lems of i11dividuals, but upon a collective subj~ct -- some 
unit of. society. In contrast to the power of this group, · 
combined with the blind force of heredity, the human being 
seems but the victim of circumstances. His psychology is 
simplified to an almost rudimentary state. But the sacri-
fice of individuality makes more graphic the swarming life 
) 
of the whole. His means of presentation is description 
which, in addition to being scrupulously minute, defies all· 
laws of art or convention in the pitiless disclosure of 
every human function. 
The fore-going r~sum~ is a condensation of all the 
idiosyncru.cies of Zola's works which find reflection in 
the novels of Blasco Ibanez. He tends to follow Zola in 
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placing emphasis upon the social organization. In both 
the same socie~l forces· -- tradition, prejudice, ca.pi talis-
tio opp1.,ession, etc. -- are ef:rective agents, controlling 
human destiny. The scenes, indeed, which Blasco chooses from 
S:pa11ish life sometimes exactly co1,reapond to those from 
French life which Zola DOrtrays. The subordination of plot 
to the description of the milieu may be a manifestation of 
Zola's influence. Certainly this is directly evident in 
the occasional presence of unpleasant details scattered through 
Blasco' s books. 
Having received suggestions, however, Blasco did not 
give them forth in the same foi--m. Rather did he assimilate 
them, then express them m~dified by his own personality, 
augmented by his individual concepts and experiences and 
made thoroughly Spanish. This is true even of his first books 
in which the trace of Zola can be most easily detected. The 
atmosphere of. Arroz y tartana is truly Valencian. 
Zola's method of orga11F~ation was balanced and co11rpact; 
his charu.cters, many in number 1 generally typical and rather 
colorless; his descriptions extremely minute and often of-
fensive. Blasco on the contret.ry 1 ·constructed his novels 
loosely, even disproportionately; he represented few char-
acters vividly; his ma.nner of descri:ption was im:pressioni~-
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tic and rarely coarse. Furthermore, the interpretation of 
I 
human psychology, the ty:pe of characters selected and certain 
aesthetic- touches could belong to no one but Blasco. Later· 
development shows continually increasing divergence. 
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